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 Introduction 1
INTRODUCTION
Gordon Hawkins, B.A. (Wales)
Associate Professor
Sydney University Law School
In his paper entitled An Academic’s View on the Road Safety
Problems, reprinted ﬁt this volume of the Proceedings of the Institute of
Criminology, Paul Ward writes:
“In Australia from 1936 to 1968 the annual homicide rate (Le.
the number of deaths per 100,000 of population ) has remained
steady (except for the war years) at roughly 2 for men and I
for women. In the same period, the death rate from motor
vehicle accidents has arisen from 32 to 43 for men and from 8
to 14 for women.”
Mr Ward is concerned to make the point that the problem of road
deaths is a much greater one than that of murder, which receives not only
much more publicity but has also received much more attention from
crirninologists. The truth is that in terms of human suffering and economic
loss road deaths and injuries involve vastly more damage to society than do
crimes of ,violence like murder and assault. As English criminologist Nigel
Walker put it, “the anti-social use of vehicles is a much more important
source of death, bereavement, physical suffering and disablement than any
' intentional forms of violence.” .
Yet T. C. Willet found when conducting the research which resulted
in his The Criminal on the Road (1964) the majority of people he
interviewed could not see how motoring offenders could possibly be of any
interest to a criminologist. As the London Times pointed out some time
ago, “many drivers unfortunately create the impression that they do not
regard anything they do on the highway as in the accepted sense criminal —.
and that they are prepared to do anything they have a sporting chance of
getting away with.” Nor do these words apply only to a small irreSponsible
minority;
In Australia, where ten people are killed on our roads every day, it is
by no means unusual to meet people who speak of having been fined for
dangerous driving with something very like pride. As the late Margery Fry
says in Arms of the Law (1951): “Many peOple who would cut an
acquaintance found guilty of stealing £5 will still shake the hoof of a
road-hog.”
In 1965 when the N.S.W. Police Commissioner Normal Allan accused
“irresponsible drivers” of committing “murder by motor car” he received a
hostile reception. He was told editorially that he had “much to learn” and
accused by the N.S.W. Chamber of Automotive Industries of “muddled
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thinking”. Yet there is no doubt whatever that if the object of his
attention had been other than motorists he could have spoken much more
strongly without incurring any displeasure or a word of criticism. If he had
been c0ncerned with vandalism, say, Or sexual offences — almost any other
type of crime in fact — he would have been assured of a chorus of
approval.
Perhaps the truth is merely that public attitudes to law, law
enforcement, crime and punishment are in the main quite capricious and
irrational. Sir Robert Peel defined public Opinion as “that great compound
of folly, weakness, prejudice, wrong feeling, right feeling, obstinacy and
newspaper paragraphs.” There may have been some change since Sir
Robert’s day but it is difficult to discern. Certainly that great compound is
nowhere more marvellously exemplified than in relation to motoring
offences.
The public would demand the severest penalties for a man who fired a
revolver in a public thoroughfare without regard for the lives and safety of
his fellow citizens. Yet they are remarkably tolerant of those who drive
automobiles — equally lethal weapons — with similar reckless indifference to
a known risk to the life and safety of others. Juries are reluctant to convict '
motor manslaughterers and the courts frequently deal with them very
leniently. Many people cannot regard motoring offences as even morally
wrong, much less criminal.
Of course it is probably true that many “accidents” are not caused by
the indulgence of grossly selﬁsh or sadistic impulses but rather by mildly
anti-social or irresponsible tendencies which if indulged anywhere but behind
the wheel of a car would cause little if any harm at all. The idea that some
personality change takes place in all of‘ us when we take the wheel (Dr
Jekyll obtains the licence and Mr Hyde drives the car) ,is merely an
exaggeration. -
But the trouble is that what in another situation might merely be a
gesture of invitation can become in the form of the slight pressure of one
foot a lethal act. If we survive, however, we are not conscious of having
indulged a homicidal urge.
Yet whilst it can be said that the problem of road violence is not
taken sufﬁciently seriously and has not received enough attention there is a
sense in which it has received too much. For, as Mr Ward also makes clear,
alarmist emphasis in the news media on “body count” statistics has been
grossly misleading. In fact if we look at the “fatal casualties per 100,000
registered motor vehicles” index we find that the rate of accidents involving
such casualties in Australia feel steadily from 152 in 1964 to 135 in 1968.
The unevenness in both the quantity and quality of attention given to
violence on the roads has led to a number of misconceptions about the
nature of the problem. Yet there can be no doubt that it is a very serious
one. For despite the decline in the fatal accident casualty rate just noted,
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Australia’s figures are still high when compared with those for other
countries of equivalent densities.
It is altogether appropriate therefore that the Institute should have
devoted a seminar to the subject of Road Safety. What emerged from it, as
Mr Justice Meares pointed out in opening the seminar, is that as well as
being a serious problem it is also an exceedingly complex one in relation to
which a great variety of factors are involved. In the'papers which follow,
some aspects of that problem are dealt with, although by no means all
relevant matters could be c0vered. Some points which were not covered in
the papers themselves were dealt with in the discussion which followed.
So it is forunate that in addition to the papers presented at the
seminar we have been able to include at the end of this volume an
extremely able summary of the discussion prepared by Dr M. Henderson of .
the Traffic Accident Research Unit.
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THE POLICE ATTITUDE IN RELATION TO ROAD SAFETY
Sergeant 1st Class G. G. Avery
Dip. Crim. {Syd} C.T.P.C. (NS. W.)
The attitude of the Police in relation to road safety is understandably
influenced by the extent of their responsibilities. They are charged with the
protection of life and property, with the enforcement of law in relation to
street accidents, with the free and safe movement of traffic and with the
enforcement of the traffic laws generally.
Police involvement summarized
Life to a Policeman patrolling the road is a succession of occurrences.
He is mobile and he is curious. It is likely that during a single shift he will
speak to many people, representative of the entire driving population, being
young, old, male, female, car driver, truck driver, motor cyclist and so on.
He must be ﬁtted to enforce the criminal law including the traffic law. His
concern is with all vehicular and pedestrian movement and every incident
associated therewith. lnevitably he will find that among those to whom he
speaks will be wanted criminals, absconders, persons in possession of fire
arms, under the influence of liquor or a drug, in possession of a stolen
vehicle or other stolen property (including livestock without identification)
emotionally unstable or under considerable stress, shockingly injured,
trapped or in great danger.
Other matters which require his attention include traffic delays caused
by accidents, illegal parking, road excavations and obstructions, intersection
conﬂicts and other traffic conditions which reduce capacity and safety. He
must know something of intersection capacity and street capacity, and if a
traffic diversion is to be introduced in an emergency, he must be aware of
the limitations of any emergency route including load limits, height
clearances, bridges, subways, road surfaces not designed or constructed for
large vehicles or heavy loads, and capacity constraints generally. He must
have knowlege of the operating characteristics of vehicles, especially large
and fully laden vehicles as affected by weight, axle loadings, height and
turning and manoeuvring limitations.
He is frequently the ﬁrst to discover a defect in the road surface, that
a road sign is missing or damaged, that traffic control light signals have
gone wholly or partially out of phase, that a street light is out or poorly
situated, that the road surface is affected by dropped soil or oil, that road
markings have become worn, a bridge or culvert clearance reﬂector is
missing, or that trees or a hoarding obscures the view_across a curve or an
intersection, and other deficiencies large and small.
Very importantly he must know how to go about obtaining the best
evidence of a criminal offence at the scene of a trafﬁc incident involving
 Police Attitude
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death, injury or extensive property damage. Criminal
negligence as an
ingredient of things done or omitted to be done giving
’rise to such an
incident must always, in the interests of public safety gener
ally, be properly
investigated. The efficiency of the investigation is a functio
n of the training,
knowledge, intelligence and concern of the Police, part
icularly the ﬁrst
Policeman on the scene.
Whereas one time Policemen walked the beat, today they p
atrol the
roads. Functionally they are front line units and it is thu
s that they must
be seen.
There is no way that the street and road system can b
e altered to
make it function as a fail-safe system, and in New So
uth Wales over two
million drivers use this system, everyone of whom operate
s his vehicle as__ an
independent unit. This is the environment within which
the Police are
expected to enforce the law and by so doing, to keep o
rder on the roads
and protect life and property, clearly an impossible ta
sk unless the entire
driving population is determined to be extremely careful at
all times.
The intense usage of the motor vehicle has drastically changed
our-life
style, and seemingly the motor vehicle ownership index has not
yet reached
its peak. This means that with pOpulation growth motor veh
icle ownership
will increase at a faster rate.
But unfortunately the motor vehicle seems to have de
stroyed the
ideals of fair play and polite conduct. These qualities have
been eroded by
the anonymity that develops when the driver merges as
one with his
vehicle. It seems that it is only when he steps out of his
vehicle that he
becomes an individual. Road behaviour is somehow
affected by this
phenomenon.
The Police will do what they are able to do. If it
is desired that they
do more then no doubt the resources will be made avai
lable for the purpose.
-‘But the most important ingredient of any pro
gramme of intensified traffic
supervision is public and official acceptance and
encouragement.
. From the viewpoint of the average Policeman the
public attitude
towards road safety and driver behaviour leaves something to ‘
be desired. He
will point to changes of the following nature and express co
ncern:
1959 1969 % increase
Population of N.S.W. 3,750,000 . 4,450,000
1'8
Police-strength 5,110 7,10
0 37
Traffiepenalties paid 312,761
428,975 37
Traffic casualties ' 21,760 33,940
' 36
Accidents investigated ‘ '
by the Police 50,010 «85,188
70
Motor vehicles registered 912,962 1,605,629
75
Theft of motor vehicles 7,900 15,77
0 103
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More than half the trafﬁc casualties in the Sydney Metropolitan Area
occur in eleven Municipalities. There are 40 Municipalities in this area.
Almost every one of the Municipalities referred to is in the western or
south-western peripheral sectors of the city, sectors which a few years ago
were open paddocks. In the next 10 years the population of Sydney will
increase by about 900,000 persons and the bulk of this increase will be in V
the Campbelltown-Penrith, Hoxton Park, Rouse Hill, Maralya and Menai
areas. Unless there is a dramatic change from motor car usage to public
transport or in driver behaviour, road casualties in these areas alone will be
frightening by 1980. The way that these areas are developing indicates that
the spread of the street system will be very great and that the pOpulation
will have little alternative but to use the motor vehicle for transportation,
including transportation to and from work.
For a real appreciation of what this means in terms of police traffic
supervision and law enforcement and particularly accident investigation, one
must understand that on present indications the number of traffic casualties
each year is fairly constantly related to total vehicle registrations and that
the number of vehicles being registered per head of population is continuing
to grow. Further, the road miles travelled or exposure bf drivers and >
vehicles to the risk of accident increases disproportionately when distances
from home to work become greater, mass public transport systems are non
existent, street Spread increases, and shopping is done at regional centres by
motor car. Accidents of all kinds increase at some rate which is even
greater than the increase in motor vehicle registrations. There is evidently a
similar increase in the rate of crimes involving the use of motor vehicles.
What we have been faced..with during the past ten years and what we
will have to contend with over the next ten years is a problem which
continues to multiply in intensity. The manpower requirements of the
police force to deal in an ordinary way with the work which has to be
done cannot be assessed on an ordinary~basis. The advent of the motor
vehicle is entirely responsible. In fact, manpower requirements overall would
appear to be related to annual traffic casualties. It will be seen that whereas
police strength increased, 37% from 1959 to .1969, casualties increased 56%.
It is not so much a matter of having :1 specific number of police available
to reduce the casualty rate as a sufficient number to ensure that what must
be done is done. Total road activity and total traffic strength should be in
balance.
In terms of total accidents in‘relation to total vehicles registered we
are losing ground. In terms of total casualties on the same basis the
situation is much the same as it was l0 years ago, except of course that
the total figures are now appallingly large. In addition we are not coping as
we should with total road incidents especially traffic delays arising from
vehicle break downs and other causes of traffic disruption. For some
appreciation of the extent and nature of the problem in relation to road
safety the statistics presented at the end of this paper should be of interest.
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The attitude of the. police towards road safety.
The Police see their activities related to traffic as being in the public
interest. They take the view that road safety is bound up with driver
behaviour, and that good driver behaviour depends upon observance both in
spirit and act of the road rules. To them law enforcement is necessary to
offset dangerous and selfish driving and careless use of the roads by
pedestrians, and they would say that traffic laws are sterile unless supported
by effective enforcement. They are aware that for a great number of
reasons the traffic law and sometimes the provisions of other criminal law
must be enforced as the result of street accidents. Accordingly for the more
serious street' accidents, accident investigation by the police is quite
thorough. There is of course always room for improvement.
The Police also realize that the effectiveness of driver licensing
depends upon enforcement. Without enforcement drivers under suspension
or without a licence would continue to operate.
A virile philosophy of traffic supervision and traffic law enforcement
is necessary to achieve an optimum level of traffic safety and economic and
social development. Motor transport is too much a part of our economic
and social life for it to be neglected. Total police activity in relation to
traffic is therefore something which does not occur merely for its own sake.
Administratively of course, it is known that traffic supervision imposes a
tremendous work load on the police service as a whole because it is
abortive unless carried through to its logical conclusion, even to the
enforcement of penalties. Traffic supervision is nonetheless public
supervision and there is no reason to complain that traffic is depriving the
public of much needed general police supervision. It is merely that the
situation should be recognized.
With over two million drivers as a potential target for correction it is
understandable that individual members of the police service will sometimes
express the opinion that we are not even scratching the surface. The size of
the State and the fact that we have almost 28,000 miles of Classified Main
Roads in addition to the Municipal street system tends to support such an
Opinion. On the other hand the police reach a substantial proportion of the
road user public each year.
There are those who will suggest that trafﬁc law enforcement should
be separated from the State police service. Franklyn M. Kreml, Director of
the Traffic Institute of the North-Western University, Illinois, had this to
say:
“Public demand" for separate Traffic Police Forces is developing
in some of our larger cities. During the last ten years, there have
been several serious proposals for the establishment of separate
Municipal Trafﬁc Police Departments. These are evidence of the
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public and official dissatisfaction with the present quality of
enforcement. Such proposals are, I am sure, unsound. However,
the public will pursue even an unsound course if there is no
other apparent avenue of solution. All Police agencies, as many
have, must recognize and embrace fully their responsibility for
providing adequate Police Traffic law enforcement and adequate
Police to control traffic.”
Speed and Road Safety.
When a driver fails to assess actual or potential danger he will very
likely have an accident. Why it is that drivers refuse to reduce speed when
obvious danger looms is a matter of great concern. When a driver fails to
reduce speed approaching or entering an intersection, curve or crest or in a
shopping centre he takes a calculated chance. He knows that he cannot stop
to avoid a pedestrian or a road blockage. He is the only one who knows
that the road is wet or that his brakes are faulty or that he is tired or sick
or affected by liquor. He also knows that he is required by law to drive at
a speed which is safe and not necessarily at a speed which is merely within
the speed limit. Safe driving does not mean using a speed limit to drive
dangerously.
The engineer must concern himself with the performance of motor
vehicles, the properties of street lighting, super-elevation, gradient, alignment
and composition of roads and other factors, but when simulating any
accident situation, one of the factors he must include is speed.
At a stated speed a driver may be unable to avoid a collision, whereas
the collision could be avoided if speed were reduced. If motor vehicles
could not exceed say 15 mph it would be difficult to simulate an accident
situation under any circumstances. It would, of course, be unreal to suggest
that speed be reduced as a general rule to such a degree, but speed is
something over which only the driver has control. The law can do no other
than place the responsibility on the driver to proceed at a speed which is
safe. Although human failure in the driving task is inevitable, such failure
not only becomes less likely as speed is reduced, the results of failure
become less calamitous. The imposition and enforcement of speed limits is
necessary to minimize the incidence of failure.
Young People
Young men even when sober are prone to exhibit warrior like traits in
motor vehicles. Worse, they enjoy drinking and getting drunk in concert.
There is an element of rebellion and competition in their drinking style.
Perhaps this is not abnormal behaviour but statistically young men affected
by liquor represent terrible danger to themselves and to others. It is
essential in their formative years that young men 'be conditioned to avoid
reckless behaviour in motor vehicles. In any case the certainty of detection
and prosecution when they offend should be very real.  
 Police Attitude
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Correction and punishment.
Correction and punishment for traffic offenders is justiﬁed to
vindicate the road rules and to satisfy the wishes of people who fear for
their safety. The real problem is to apply the appropriate measure of
correction or punishment to achieve the best results, and the best results
are achieved when the subject does not repeat his offence. Correction
should therefore include measures aimed at separating offenders from factors
which, or people who, exert a bad influence. For those who repeatedly
offend group therapy should be explored in greater depth. Whatever the
methods used the offender must learn to behave responsibility because the
consequences of deviant behaviour on the roads are far too serious.
Does law enforcement improve driver behaviour.
The subject who always does the right thing socially seems likely on
the whole to be a driver who will find it easy to conform. Presumably
events in the life of a motorist both on and off the road are important in
the development of his attitude towards road safety. The person who
conforms sporadically or sometimes not at all, will no doubt condition
poorly and if his social inconsiderateness is .extreme he may even be
psychopathic. A clash between a driver of the latter type and the police
seems inevitable.
If these observations are substantially correct then the great body of
the driving population is susceptible to law enforcement, the threat of law
enforcement and even road safety education, but obviously there are peOple
who need more frequent and emphatic experiences before they will modify
their conduct. To most people the deviant driver is a man who 'gives free
rein to destructive anti-social impulses. This gives coherence to the notion of
law enforcement as one of the means available to achieve a certain level of
road safety. People recognize the inherent danger of allowing others to give
free rein to impulses which they have at some time or other experienced in
themselves.
There should be a feeling abroad that offenders will be detected and
there is strong evidence to suggest that this is the most potent deterrent
element of law enforcement. The expectation of detection is clearly a
function of the strength of the police service. Of course, public acceptance
of enforcement depends upon the excellence of the conduct and efficiency
of the_police and the aims of enforcement itself, but it might also depend
heavily upon a more acute recognition of the value of detection, as opposed
to the popular notion of heavier penalties.
Predicting bad drivers
Prevention is better than cure but there appears to be no infallible
method of identifying beforehand those who are likely to become involved
in accidents or with the Police. It seems that the real work must be done
after a licence is issued. If subsequent road behaviour is bad the sooner this
is detected the better and when a driver is found to be a frequent offender
his problem is best dealt with by removing him from the road, since this
‘ . '10
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| would seem to be so much easier than trying to alter his personality.
Environment and road safety
The frequency with which accidents occur and with which the traffic
laws require to be enforced can be related to environmental conditions.
Drivers are too often presented with conditions related to roadside
development which encourage bad and unlawful driving. Whilst planne‘rs
appear determined to perpetuate development which causes premature
obsolescence ‘of major road systems, it seems only fair to observe that some
change is indicated which places responsibility on local Councils and land
developers to act with due regard to the needs of highway safety and
efficiency.
: Stopping, slowing and turning
. Without intending to over simplify the human and physical factors
i which lead to traffic accidents, and realizing that most of the traffic
9 ‘ accidents occur in cities and towns, it seems necessary to refer to the more
basic types of accidents. -
|
|
.l When a motor vehicle stops or slows or turns, the risk of an accident.
I increases with the volume and speed of other traffic. If all vehicles
i proceeded at uniform Speed without changing direction or without crossing
i the flow of other trafﬁc, very few accidents would occur in any urban
i setting. Therefore to be avoided are those factors which cause stopping,
I slowing or turning.
It is the‘ duty of a driver to control his vehicle in a manner which
renders a sudden stop or a sudden change in direction unnecessary. No
doubt it could be shown that the more frequently a driver fails to observe
these two simple requirements, the_ more likely it is that he will be involved
. in a collision. ‘ V
When two vehicles are approaching each other at an intersection they
both have an obligation to avoid a collision. Whether or not the law is
sufficiently definite on this point is a matter which requires examination.
This is not to suggest that the “give way to the right” rule is wrong.
The basic~rules for safe driving are:
(a) to reduce speed approaching an intersection or in heavy traffic
or when approaching areas where pedestrians can be expected on
‘ the road; '
(b) to keep the traffic situation ahead constantly under observation;
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(c) never to move from a straight line of travel unless it is safe to
do so. '
Selective enforcement principles;
To enforce the trafﬁc law in a way which achieves the best results
from a road safety point of view, the police must be aware of the
particular locations and the areas generally where accidents occur — also the
times of the day and the days of the week when accidents occur. The.
nature of the driving errors which lead to accidents should also be known.
Is_ it possible to measure the effectiveness of law enforcement?
\
. Apart from the effectiveness of law enforcement as a means of
preserving road efficiency, what is an optimum quantity of law
enforcement. Does law enforcement affect the accident rate?
For the purpose of measurement in this area the data used must be
reliable and.repetitive in character: Such factors as warning or lectures or
even prosecutions seems incapable of quantification. If the results of
enforcement are to be measured and compared from time to time or from
centre to centre, it would seem that convictions would provide the best
measure.
|
Because trafﬁc law enforcement is aimed directly .at driver behaviour ‘
canvictions for 0”".‘168s which contribute to accidents would provide an
even better me. For want of a better term these might be called
driving convictions.
A conviction would be deﬁned as either a Court conviction or a paid
penalty.
If “enforcement effort” is to be measured by driving convictions, this
would become the numerator ,in a ratio in which road casualties is the
denominator — the assumption being that as convictions increase, casualties
decrease or.more likely that as the numerical value of the ratio increases the
"casualty “rate” improves.
Casualties are road deaths and road injuries. A road injury is one
requiring~the subject to be hospitaiized. In limiting the measure of accidents
to casualties we w0uld be dealing with the most serious end result of
accidents.
The‘ratio of casualties to driving convictions is an index which can be
compared between one city and another, one sector of a city and another
and between one time and another.
If the index for 1966 was 10 but increased to 20 by 1970, this
would not,mean very much, unless it were correlated with changes in
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casualty rate. If the casualty rate in 1966‘ was 200 per 10,000 registered
vehicles but decreased to 180 per 10,000 registered vehicles by 1970, the
index might well begin to have some significance. A tentative assumption
could be that the reduced casualty rate might be the result of increased
enforcement effort. , ‘ ,
Enforcement might already be applied at an optimum level.
Theoretically an optimum level of enforcement is the level beyond which
additional enforcement is non productive of results. How much enforcement
must be applied before the casualty rate commences to fall and how much
more is required before it becomes non productive of results are questions
which cannot be answered at the present time.
One of the conclusions from studies done at the Traffic Institute of
the North-Western University at Evanston, is that when the index stands at
about 20, the downward trend in the death rate begins to tail off rapidly.
What the Optimum enforcement index might be for, say, Sydney we shall
never know unless a study is setup to find out. ‘
Thexfollowing accident statistics are
for the State of New South Wales
for the year ended 30th June, 1970.
Pjrsons killed ..................... 1,309
P ,rsons injured .................... 34,886
Vlehicles registered .................. 1,711,638
Licenced riders and drivers .............. 2,106,905
/ FATAL accidents occurred in the following regions:
'Sydney and Suburbs ............. 43% 573
Newcastle and Suburbs ............ 7% 92
Wollongong and Suburbs ........... 5% 63
The remainder of the State ......... 45% 581 ‘
100% 1 309
INJURY accidents occurred in the following regions:
Sydney and Suburbs .............55%
Newcastle and Suburbs ............ 7%
Wollongong and Suburbs ........... 4%
Remainder of State .............34%
100.0% = 34,886
Worst days for accidents
 
Police Attitude
PROPER TY DAMAGE accidents occurred in the following regions:
Sydney and Suburbs .............. 64%
Newcastle and Suburbs ........... . . 7%
Wollongong and Suburbs .. ......... . . 4%
The remainder of the State .......... 25%
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100% = 91,378
 
Worst hours for accidents
Fatal
Saturdays .................. 21%
Fridays,..................:18%
Sundays ............. ~ ...... 15%
54%
4 pm. — 6 pm................ 14.3%
6 pm. - 8 pm................ 15.9%
8 pm. — 10 pm. .............. 10.9%
10 pm. — Midnight ....... . ...... 14.4%
55.579
 
Injuries
21%
17%
17% 
55%
16.1%
12.3%
9.2%
10.2%
47.8%
(plus 11.6% from 2 pm. to 4 pm.)
Type of road user killed
 
Drivers . . . .‘ ....... '......... 494
Pedestrians .‘ ................. 291
, Passengers ................... 404
Cyclists '. . . .‘ ............... 93
Pedal Cyclists ................. 26 '
Other ..................... 1 ’
1,309
Type of accident resulting in death
Single vehicle only involved .......... 452
Collision between vehicles ........... 560
‘Vehicle and pedestrian ............. 291
Other ................. ,. . . . 6
1 ,309
37.7%
22.2%
30.8%
7.1%
2.0%
2%
 
100.0%
 
34.5%
42.8%
22.2%
5%
100.0%
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Ages when killed
17 — 24 (8 years).
25 — 29 (5 years)
30 — 39 (10 years)
40 — 49 (10 years)
50 — 59 (10 years)
,60 plus I
The following types of accidents where almost exclusive to urban streets
and roads.
At intersections ................ 341 15,850
Pedestrians ....... I ............ 293 4,532
Swerving to avoid pedestrians ......... —— 41
Reversing without care ............. 3 115
Rear end (following driver at fault) ...... 4 1,769
Moving out from kerb . . . L ......... 2 300
643 22,607
The following types of casualty accidents were almost exclusive to rural
roads.
Vehicles overturningor leaving road
Vehicles colliding with ﬁxed objects
Drivers Passengers y Pedestrians
194 145 10
7,2 . 27 . _ 9
62 37 13 .
63 31 28 .
39 31 45
63 50 115
, ﬁg (494) _3_2_1 (404) 20 (291)
Police Attitude r .
Killed Injured
 
Vehicles colliding with animals
Head on collisions and side swipes.
Motor car orwrership in New South Wales is forecast as follows:
Year Population
1950 3,194,000
1970 4,480,000
.1980 5,158,000
1990 6,400,000
Motor vehicles
315 ,000
1,035,000
2,098,000
3,309,000
 Police Attitude l 15
NOTES ON: THE STATISTICS
It is estimated that about '750 persons were killed and 25,000 injured
in cities and towns of New South Wales and that about 560 persons were
killed and 11,000 injured in the rural areas of the State in 1970.
Assuming casualties as deaths and injuries combined we thus have
about 70% casualties in the State occurring in the cities and towns and
about 30% of casualties in the rural districts;
Note that: '
(i) 39% of drivers were between 17 and 24 years and this group
holds 21% of licences on issue:
(ii) 55% of pedestrians were over 450 years of age whilst 40% were
over 60;
(iii) 7] pedestrians were under_ 17 and 43 of these were under 7. -
The only accident statistics available to the Police are those which are
compiled by the Department of Motor Transport from the street accident
report forms submitted bylthe Police. The Police fully reported on 91,378
accidents.
Accidents reported to the police but not for one reason or another
, included in the statistical statement are estimated to total about 80,000.
'Also as an estimation about 80,000 accidents were not reported to the
Police. it would appear that about 250,000 street accidents occurred during
the year.
We do not know how often individual drivers were involved in
accidents or how often individual drivers caused accidents.
‘ Police are required to submit accident report forms where:
(i) a person is killed or injured;
(ii) ‘prOperty damage apparently in excess of $50 is caused;
(iii) a government vehicle or a vehicle owned by a Local Gove‘rnment
Authority is involved;
(iv) a public passenger carrying vehicle is involved;
(v) any breach of the law is clearly revealed.
From the statistics:
(1) a collision occurs every 2 minutes at least;_
(ii) property damage in excess of $50 occurs every three minutes;
(iii) 2i road casualty occurs every I4 minutes.
 Police Attitude
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THE PROBLEM IN THE COURTS OF PETTY SESSIONS
Walter J. Lewer, LL.M.
Deputy Chairman
Bench of Stipendiary Magistrates,
New South Wales
The title is designed to ﬁt in with the general theme of the seminar.
Obviously what this paper is about is a consideration of what magistrates
may do in their courts to secure the safety of the citizens and their
property on the roads. In N.S.W. the laws relating to motor traffic, other
vehicular traffic and the regulation of pedestrian traffic of pedestrian traffic
are enforced in the summary courts by on-the-Spot tickets, prOperly called
Traffic Infringement Notices. Excepted are manslaughter and offences under
ss.52A and 53 of the Crimes Act, 1900 (as amended). I cannot recall ever
seeing the latter section used. Even with the exceptions, magistrates have
concern, either as Coroners or as examining justices under Part I of Division
4 of the Justices Act, 1902 (as amended).
The concern of the Government is the securing of orderly behaviour
and the safety of the lieges and their prOperty on the highways, and to this
end there are upon the statute book a number of statutes and a mass of
regulations, numbered literally in hundreds. It is the business of the
magistrates in their summary courts, the police and in a very few cases,
the Department of Corrective Services, to see that the Government’s
commands are enforced. It is the function of these three services to see
that all the G0vernment’s commands which are visited with criminal
sanctions are enforced. The three services mentioned are the three arms of
Criminal Justice. They are generally fairly successful in maintaining a
passable social tranquility to the extent that a satisfying number of serious
crimes are solved and their perpetrators punished. Indeed, one may go
further and observe that by standards obtaining in other parts of the world,
the number of serious crimes per head of population is reasonably low. (Of
course the whole hierachy of criminal courts is involved in this.) You may
say then that the Government has done well to pass to Criminal Justice the
task of protecting the lieges using the highways. People are given to
supposing that if some kind of conduct meets with sufficient disapproval to
require that it be put down, all you have to do is to pass a law making it
a crime and there’s an end to it. You have legislated the conduct out of
existence. Those whose work is within Criminal Justice know that this was
never so and likely never will be. They know too, that unless there is a
large measure of acceptance of the idea that the prescribed conduct really
ought to be prescribed, no very great success will attend efforts to enforce
the new law.
What then are the results of the enforcement by Criminal Justice of
traffic laws? If one uses road casualties (a common euphemism for humans
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killed and maimed) as an index then, on a per capita basis, N.S.W. appears
to do Very badly, coming well down in the bottom ten of the advanced
nations of the world. Why should this be so? If the organizations are
reasonably efficient otherwise, is there something about them, some
shortcoming, operating'in this area? Are the laws themselves defective? One
may think not. Broadly,_ traffic laws are much the same in most civilized
communities. Is it that the laws are not generally accepted by those who
are intended to conform to them? Again, one may suppose not. So far as
one may judge from contact with one’s fellow humans they are more
accepted than some laws we have. By way of illustration [ have never heard
of a demonstration against the Regulations for Motor Traffic, but I have
heard of and seen demonstrations against other laws.
It is part of the task of judges, magistrates and politicians to be aware
how people feel about things that touch the laws, especially the breaking of
laws. No doubt some manage to do this better than others. For most laws,
judges and magistrates will find it difficult to make meaningful dialogue
with offenders, far less to get their views. This is not so in relation to
those who break the traffic laws, for such.,pe0ple are to be found at all
levels of society. As well, most magistrates own and drive motor cars.
Because the breaking of traffic laws is rampant, all will have first-hand
acquaintance .with literally innumerable breaches. They will themselves be
personally acquainted with many offenders, and may themselves have been
— one h0pes unwillingly or unwittingly — offenders.
I would pause to note, as an aside, that this principle necessarily has
more application to juries.
Here, .,perhaps is our first difficulty. _A man (or a woman) who has
received his registrationlabel aftér renewal may slip it into the glove box to
await a more propitious occasion to carry out the bothersome task of
gluing it to a window. If he forgets to do this, he is liable to the same
penalty as someone who has overtaken a vehicle stopped at a marked
foot-crossing to give way to a pedestrian, or to someone who has crossed
an unbroken line on a blind bend. Worse, he is liable to have the penalty
enforced against him in precisely the same way, that is, if he doesn’t pay
his fine he will be imprisoned.
To me, it appears better sense when police detect such an offence,
that the offender should be asked to call at a convenient police station
within 24 hours and demonstrate that the matter has been rectified. This
may not win the police friends, but it is not likely to bring on themany
lasting animosity.
My point is that the Motor Traffic Act and the Regulations are
amorphous, assembled without much regard to logical arrangement and
constantly amended ad hoc so that much expertize and diligence is required
if one is to keep one’s knowledge up to date. You may think that the
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penalties require to be graded carefully so that they relate to the moral
gravity and social danger of the offences they proscribe. Whether or not
changes in the laws are in actuality demanded by changing circumstances
and advances in knowledgsome such changes seem not to inspire public
confidence that the authorities know what they are about. Worse, they are
bewildering to many, and rarely made known adequately to those affected.
The legal maxim ignorantia legis haud excusat is a monstrous arrogance
unless the laws are easily available in a readily comprehensible form to
those affected. It may be that our legal system would not work without
the principle tersely stated in the maxim. [n that case it is fair to say that
much is wrong with a legal system where obedience to the laws is required
on pain of punishment whether or not the state of the law is easy
of
ascertainment and whether changes have been adequately publicized.
As well, laws of the kind we now discuss must be apparently
reasonable and apparently apt for their purpose. If they are not,
their
enforcement will be difficult, if not impossible. Attempts to enforc
e them
will be thought to be oppressive and likely will be Oppressive. The
re will
certainly be resentment.
Whatever the digestibility of the law it must be self-evident tha
t no
person should be permitted to drive until he has demonstrated
that he is
thoroughly acquainted with his responsibilities as a driver. Te
n years of
bench experience indicate to me that this'is not so. For instanc
e, very few
people understand their obligations when they wish to turn a ve
hicle to the
right into a drive-way. Imagine letting a man drive a train bef
ore he has
demonstrated that he knows the safe-working rules, or an air
pilot fly an
airliner until he has shown his mastery of the regulations apply
ing to that
activity. The test of one’s knowledge required in order to gain
a licence to
navigate a registrable vessel may be thought to be more searching t
han that
given a would be motor driver. It is commonly said that the tests o
f driving
skill given to candidates for licences are not such as to dis
cover whether
they can handle vehicles at speed and in adverse conditions. True
, a licensee
is considered provisionally licensed for his first twelve months and
may not
in that time drive at more than 40 miles per hour. This provision
seems to
be no more honoured than many of the others, but even if it were
, it does
not follow that compliance with it will do anything to teach
the provisional
licensee how to drive at 80 miles per hour. 1 will assume that
some other
Speaker will deal at greater length with the law and procedure re
lating, to
the obtaining of licences. It is sufficient to say that magistrates a
re, aware
of the deficiencies. They are also aware that little or nothing is
done to
secure that licensees are balanced in their minds, sound in their fac
ulties
and possess a pr0per.respect for their fellow humans.
It may be‘that administering adequate tests would be
more expensive
than those presently administered. It may be said th
at the loss of 1,000
lives between lst January and 15th October, 1971, is al
so very expensive.
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Hardly a magistrate would disagree with the Minister for Transport
when speaking of the casualties of a recently celebrated long week-end, he
spoke of stupidity and carelessness as prominent causes.
The most perplexing problem confronting the courts arising from
motor traffic prosecutions is the infliction of penalty — or sentencing. This
is usually said to be the most difficult task confronting all criminal courts.
There are special considerations which appear to arise in traffic cases. That
traffic offenders ought somehow to be treated differently from others who
by their conduct attract criminal sanctions has been said so often there is
danger of its receiving general acceptance. What moral difference is there
between stealing a motor vehicle and damaging it by removing some of its
parts. and damaging it to an equal extent by carelessly driving another
vehicle into it with patent disregard for its owner’s rights and safety?
Intention may be offered. Very well then, is there any moral difference
between taking up a shotgun in frustrated anger and firing it at random to
the injury of someone, and getting into and using one’s motor car with the
same motivation and result? Whatever philosophical argument be put, it is
safer to bet on the convictions and imprisonment of the shotgun firer than
the motor car driver. Why should this be?
As we have seen the Legislature could give the courts more help in
determining the gravity of offences. Perhaps I may be permitted another
illustration; parking so as to occlude other motorists’ views of a footcrossing,
whether marked or not, is clearly potentially dangerous, whereas overstaying
time at a parking meter is not, yet the same penalty is prescribed for both.
Probably because driving motor vehicles is so widespread a human
activity in developed societies, much of the turpitude is thought to have
gone out of motoring offences. It is nonetheless disquieting to see how
many of the non-driver casualties are the young and helpless and the old
and helpless. ls there not something wrong with moral attitudes here?
Regrettably very few motoring offences are detected. Skillman
estimates the figure at about one per six hundred. In these circumstances
there may be discerned a tendency in offenders (and many others) to
regard detection and punishment rather as bad luck than as the proper
consequences of bad- behaviour. In this situation punishment tends less to
deterence and possibly reform than to a resolve to be careful not to be
caught in future.
This kind of attitude seems to be akin to another, commonly held,
relating to the more determined efforts occasionally displayed by police to
improve their “catch” ratio. 1 refer to such things as what are commonly
called radar traps, police sitting hidden with field glasses watching for
drivers crossing unbroken lines, police cyclists lurking behind hoardings and
trees, and police in mufti in unmarked cars. I often wonder how those who
drive above the speed limit with one eye on the rear vision mirror can
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seriously adopt this condemnation of what they call [unsporting methods.
They are well enough content if police in plainclothes, pretending to be
anything but police, succeed in catching a thief of their property —— and so
on.
It has often'been observed that generally people do not want law
enforcement to be too efficient. They don’t want all offenders to be caught
and punished —— least of all themselves. Generally, it is said, peeple want
just sufficient caught and punished to keep crime down to reasonable
proportions. “Why me —— what about him?” is often heard in this context.
The middle classes have always been thought to suppose t
hat crime is
an occupation only of the lower orders. This is not so and never was,
although the majority of those caught and imprisoned belong to the
less-privileged classes. The motoring offence and the commercial fraud have
brought many more middle-class people into trouble with the criminal law
and there is a deal of vocalizing about it. Not long ago a Supreme. Court
Judge (of another State) said he thought gaol not an apt punishment for
decent young men and who got into trouble with motor cars. Did he mean
gaol was all right for young men who were not decent? In the Scandinavian
countries, I believe, positively Draconian laws exist forbidding the combining
of drinking with. driving and these laws are enforced by prison sentences.
Their road casualty rates are palpably lower than ours so it seems that, for
them, goal sentences are, in this milieu, apt. Some American States are said
to have mandatory prison sentences for driving while affected by drink.
Although one is aware that much reasonable argument is offered against
short sentences of imprisonment, it may appear that a short prison sentence
of up to four weeks may have a salutory effect upon a motorist. Most
motorists would be greatly inconvenienced by even 3 or 4 days’ detention.
The penalty provided for in all the summary traffic offences is a fine
with or without a prison sentence. Here is a further difficulty. It is
commonly supposed, 1 think with truth, that there is a class of motorist to
whom a fine is no more than a business expense. Again, there are many
motorists to whom a fine of $200 or $300 is of little consequence.
Obviously to a great number such a fine would cause very great hardship —
even more to his wife and family. In all too many such cases it is t
he
unhappy wife who is left to devise ways and means of getting the m
oney
together. These days many indulgent, I would say foolishly indul
gent,
parents have provided their children with cars while they are still at scho
ol
and without means. How does one fix a monetary penalty to suit them
?
Doubtless the parents pay what fines are inflicted to save them from bei
ng
detained. What reformative effect has this on the offender?
It is right and prOper, within limits, to tailor fines to fit the means of
the offender. In England the Magistrates’ Courts Act requires magistrates to
have regard to the means of the convicted defendant when imposing a fine.
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The principle is spelt out in more detail in Reg. v. Churchill (No. 2) (1966)
2 All ER. 215. it appears that to be effective as a deterrent a fine must
be high enough to hurt without crippling, it must beacommensurate with
the gravity of the offence and must also take account of the defendant’s
entitlement to leniency. Somehow too, courts ought to avoid, so it is said,
disparity in sentencing, which according to those who unite on the subject
is a bad thing. The great majority of those fined, however, do not take the
trouble to appear before the court and so their means, station in life and
family responsibilities remain unknown.
In addition to the powers of punishment there is, in the courts, a
power to suspend licences and to disqualify offenders from obtaining them.
This power is not fettered as to time. It co-exists with a like power in the
Commissioner. There is authority for and against the notion that the
exercise of the power is a punishment. It seems plain that the Legislature
intends its use as a measure to prevent unsafe drivers from driving, although
one may advance a good argument that where suSpension is mandatory the
Legislature ‘is ambivalent about its nature. Suspension and disqualification
have produced much muddy thinking. One hears, even in higher courts,
phrases such as “a person’s right to drive”. Does not the word “licence” by
defintion imply a right to drive only when there is a licence to do so? If it
were possible to enforce licence suspensions fully, a more extensive use of
them would doubtless effect some improvement in road safety. It is well to
keep in mind Willett’s suggestion that driving while disqualified is a very
prevalent offence. lt isobviously hard to detect in a big city. This puts
country offenders at some disadvantage. The police know them personally.
if more widespread use of suSpension' of licence will produce more
safety for road users then surely that raises the argument that the people
who ought to be disqualiﬁed ought not to be licensed in the first place.
One may then ask “would that stop them driving?” l have,had before me
quite'a number of people who up to the time of their arrest for a driving
offence never held a licence. Perhaps we ought to copy other countries and
have the police carry out routine licence checks. .
The topic of suspension cannot be left without noting that here is an
area where views appear deeply to conflict. This is unfortunate because
whoever may profit, it seems plain that the course of road safety is not
advanced. A number of matters are worth some consideration. First, .the
motor driver is in a position of trust vis-a-vis the rest of the community.
Spelt out, he is entrusted to manage a potentially dangerous thing according
to the rules. If he breaches his trust it is arguable that he has demonstrated
himself unworthy of it. This obtains in other occupations and professions.
It is unlikely that a train driver would be_again suffered to drive a train if
he were convicted of driving one while under the inﬂuence of intoxicating
liquor. A master mariner will lose his certiﬁCate if it is found that he has
,navigated his vessel dangerously, and similar conditions obtain for air pilots. '
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It is not unusual to hear that an offender needs his driv
er’s licence.
The capacity for invention of variations on this theme must by
now be
exhausted. Plainly, there are ways of moving about o
ther than driving
oneself in a motor vehicle. There is employment other tha
n driving motor
vehicles. The Legislature has set 12 month’s susp
ension as automatic in
certain offences. This ought to be regarded as a yardstick
or datum, and
the power to increase or decrease used accordingly. When th
ere is too much
difference in outlook between courts in the use of suspen
sion, especially
where it is automatic, there must necessarily follow disre
spect for the law
and its machinery. One may say again that acquiring
a'blood alcohol
concentration of 80 mg/lOO ml is necessarily the resul
t of a series of
deliberate acts. In the case of the average 11 stone man in rea
sonable health
it requires the quick ingestion of six pints of beer or
three double
whiskies(1). This is most unlikely to happen to a man b
y chance or
accident. The experiments conducted by the late Sir Phillip P
hillips Q.C., Dr
Norman McCallum and Dr John Birrell demonstrate with su
per-abundant
clarity how difficult it is for normal people on social occa
sions to acquire a
blood alcohol level of .05 mg/lOO ml(2). The danger
created by alcohol
ingestion was effectively demonstrated by Professor
Lovibond in his
“Warwick Farm Project” experiment. There he demon
strated that the
driving skills of all his subjects were markedly diminished
when their blood
alcohol level passed .05 mg/lOO ml. Heavy drinkers
showed as. much
impairment as light drinkers. When the general performa
nce factor was
assessed, deterioration was very marked in all subjects be
tween .08 and .10
mg/100 ml(3). Dr Birrell’s study of blood alcohol lev
els in the cadavers of
drivers killed in “accidents” is even more startling(4).
Dangerous driving and driving at a speed dangerous to th
e public are
by definition dangerous. Can it be argued that they are
the result of other
than conscious direction of the will? Rather may it b
e argued that in
. providing for automatic suspension, the Legislature is w
iser than the courts
seem to allow. 1 submit that it is fair to argue that
the 12 months
suspension provided for in the Statute ought not to be va
ried unless cogent
and compelling reasons are demonstrated effectively.
A matter rendering sentencing more difficult than is u
sual with other
offences is the almost incredible number of prosecution
s and the general
delay in getting them before the courts. Delays arise pri
marily from the
sheer bulk. (Numbers will be dealt with later.) But delay d
etracts from the
effectiveness of any punishment inflicted and induces a
sense of futility in
the magistrate. . .
Elliott and Street have this to say “The resultant delay is such
that in
many cases the defendant . .. begins to breath easily again and to
conclude
that more moderate counsels have prevailed in official circ
les. Just when he
thinks he is safe, he gets a summons about an incident
which has been
almost wholly forgotten by him -— and by the witnesses o
n both sides. The
inconvenience and injustice of this sort of delay are ob
vious, but it should
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be realized that because of'it much of the salutory effect of prompt
reaction to wrong-doing is lost. Moreover it may be truly observed of
human nature that the passage of time often causes self-justificatiOn to wax
and contrition to wane. Many a solicitor will remember the client who
arrives in his office the morning after an accident or other incident which
has received police attention, chastened and apprehensive, braced to receive
a £50 ﬁne and a twelve-month suspension. But time, and the continuous
promptings of his amour-propre, and of his wife, at length work a
wondrous change. Were he dealt with that day or within ashort time after,
almost any penalty that the court could impose would have an entirely
wholesome effect”(5)
There are undesirable side-effects of delay, such as loss of witnesses’
memories of the event making trials proceed on witnesses’ recall of
statements made after the event and read by them before they give
evidence. This may cause them to relate remembered parts of what are
reconstructions and may even force to guesswork.
Magistrates tend to deem suspension of licence unfair, say, 15 months
or more after the offence. For all one knows the man’s whole attitude to
driving may have changed for better — or worse. If he has convictions since
the offence charged fairness indicates they must not be weighed against him
although considerations of public safety may seem to demonstrate the
contrary. In short, the delay commonly met with in contested traffic cases
increases both the difficulty of conducting a trial and the difficulty of
ﬁxing a penalty. It makes a mockery of any attempt to avoid disparity in
sentencing.
I cannot leave sentencing without making proper obeisance to Nigel
Walker. At p. 94 of “Sentencing in a Rational Society” he gives a table of
the results of some work carried out by the Home Office Research Unit.
This indicated that, in general, fines are followed by fewer reconvictions
than other measures and heavy ﬁnes are followed by fewer reconvictions
than light fines. He goes on from the table to indicate something like a
tariff syStem and what he calls a strategic approach to sentencing (Chapter
8). Without doubt it Would be useful to make experiments with this and
survey the results. Meantime it might be well to takea pragmatic approach
and adopt the view that generally speaking, fines here, whether imposed by
the courts or by Traffic Infringement Notice, are too low. “By their fruits
ye shall know them”.
The delay in getting traffic cases on for hearing is due to a number of
factors but the principal and compelling one is the indigestible bulk which is
forced into administrative and legal machinery not apt for the purpose. This is
not something which has crept up on us.
“The typical criminal of today is certainly not the thief, nor the thug
who hits an old lady on the head in order to possess himself of her handbag
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or to ransack her house: the typical criminal of today is the motorist. Out of
the grand total of 735,288 persons found guilty of criminal offences in
England and Wales in 1955, no less than 354,506 were convicted in
magistrates’ courts of offences relating to motor vehicles, in addition to a
small number found guilty at higher courts. Motorists thus constitute over 48
per cent of all those convicted of any criminal charge in any court. Yet this
revolution is generally ignored alike by the public and by the professional
sociologist — to a degree that really queers all criminological discussion”(6).
That current figures, beside being unavailable, do not matter for the
situation is such that 50,000 caées one way or the other are not so very
significant. In 1968, 145,705 traffic prosecutions were brought in N.S.W. This
represented 36% of the total charge and summons cases before the Courts.
Rather more than half of those persons summoned did not appear. In the
same year 645,919 Traffic Infringement Notices were issued by the Police and
of these 214,853 were not paid by the recipients. The only present method of
enforcing the unpaid notices is by the exhibition of information and the issue
of summonses. Some of the notices were not continued, how many, [do not
know. The bulk of work confronting the clerical staff is immense and it may
well be that some were dealt with by way of “caution”. The recipients of
others may have been able to convince Police traffic authorities that they
ought not to be prosecuted.
A most significant figure is that only 5 to 6 per cent of traffic
prosecutions end up being defended. This figure has been a constant for a
number of years. From their introduction until 1968, the total of notices paid
diminished from 72.6% to 66.7%. Last year the total of charge and summons
cases before the Courts was in the vicinity of 400,000. I estimate that the
total of Traffic Infringement Notices issued was in the vicinity of 700,000. It
is a fair guess that somewhere in the neigthurhood of 150,000 cases came
into the Courts’ lists by reason of notices being unpaid.
A median figire of about 5—6 months is common for the time it takes
to get a summons before the Court from the commission of the offence. If
the case is defended, it may be a further three months before it gets a
hearing. Rarely are cases heard in less time. Often it takes a much longer time
before a defended case is completed. Ihave known periods of 12 mOnths and.
more to occur often enough to be disquieting. A number of magistrates move
about the suburbs and near country towns trying nothing but traffic cases. A
small complex of Courts at Phillip Street and one at Paddington are chiefly
engaged in dealing with such cases. Were it not for these arrangements the
situation would be much worse.
One last figure before I leave statistics. The population of England and
Wales in 1967 was about 48 m. In N.S.W. an approximation of 4 m. will
suffice for present purposes. In England and Wales in 1967 the total number
of charge and summons cases before Magistrates’ Courts was 1,663,877, while
the like, total for N.S.W., according to the Commonwealth Year Book, was
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336,746. It is not possible to make a close comparison because the categories.
upon which British statistics are based differ from ours. Nonetheless, it is not
too fanciful to assume that traffic offences there assume roughly the same
proportion of the total as here, and in that case, it will be seen that by
English standards, we over-prosecute (not only in traffic cases). Of course, it
may be that the English and the Welsh are more law-abiding than New South
Welshmen, but from what one reads in the journals one may doubt this. lt has
also to be understood that the English equivalent of the Traffic Infringement
Notice has a narrower sweep then ours. (In 1967 there were issued 612,869
Traffic Infringement Notices in N.S.W.)
The figures given in this section, except where otherwise. stated, are
from the English Home Ofﬁce, the Department of Justice and the Police
Department.
The conclusions I draw from all this are simply that the Traffic
Infringement Notice must be made self-enforcing by some kind of magisterial
intervention other than a court hearing. This, of course, ought not to apply
where there is a genuine desire in the recipient to get his case before a court
for any reason whatever. '
Further Traffic Infringement Notices are being issued on too large a
scale. It might be thought that they are too easy to issue. It might be thought
too, that they are being issued in cases Where a warning from the'officer
might have a better reformative effect. Clearly, from the lessening proportion
of them being paid they are being treated with diminishing respect.
I am of the firm opinion that a Traffic Infringement Notice‘ought
never to- be issued in relation to any-act or ommision in or about the
driving of a motor vehiclewhich was actually or potentially dangerous. So
far as possible such behaviour ought to be deal with by prosecution under
section 4 of the Motor Traffic Act so that the Court may make prompt
and effective use of its powers to protect the public.
Elliott and Street are of something of the same opinion: “Moreover
we ought to be able to devise cheaper, simpler and more effective methods
of dealing with the less serious class of infractions. Dealing with crime in
this country is expensive and cumbrous, and likely to remain so. The
persons who commit traffic offences are not dedicated criminals, committed
to a career of resourceful lawlessness which can only be checked by a
highly trained, expensive police force. If we can devise some other means of
dealing with such petty offenders, we will free the police force for the
battle front where they are indispensable, that is against criminals. Similarly,
something. less luxurious than Our rightly famed system of crimin al courts
and procedure might be thought adequate for petty traffic offences”(7).
These writers go on to discuss the difficulties of trying traffic cases
and I comment to you what they say. I will not dwell on this, having no
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special wish to grind my own axe. It may be said however, that one of the
difficulties is akin in origin to the difficulty of bringing traffic prosecutions.
The gathering of evidence is difficult and people are often unwilling to tell
all the truth because where two parties are involved, both may haveQme
fault. Disinterested witnesses are hard to come by because of the popular
sentiment. “I didn’t want to become involved”. I doubt if much
improvement would be gained by intensifying the training of police — and
magistrates — as do the Americans.
The Americans have given much thought and planning to the securing of
road safety by law enforcement and I expect that most of you are aware of
this. At the annual conference in its sixty-sixth year in 1957, the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, meeting on that
occasion in New York, drafted and approved “Model Rules Governing
Procedure in Traffic Cases”. Briefly it comprises a standard set of forms,
cunningly designed to communicate as much information about an incident as
is possible with a minimum use of space and effort. The ofﬁcer on the spot
completes a set for each violation he deals with. One document becomes a
summons to which an appearance must be entered within four days otherwise
another form becomes a warrant for the alleged offender’s arrest if the
offence be what they call a “moving violation”. Non-moving violations can be
settled by paying a ﬁxed ﬁne to the “Traffic Bureau” which is merely the
Ofﬁce of the Traffic Court. I will not take up space by deseribing the system
further. Its core thought is to get those who have committed “moving
violations” before the Court. Ideally the Courts are to be concerned more
with the improvement of the offender’s attitudes to driving than his
punishment. Suspension of licence and compulsory attendance at classes
designed to 'produce the desired attitudes figure largely in the remedial action
taken. ~ '
Many of the American Traffic judges are not qualiﬁed lawyers. A great
deal of effort has been put into improving their education in trafﬁc law and
ways and: means of having them understand the dimensions of the problems
created by traffic management. From their literature I define that the facilities
available in many American cities are much worse than those here available to
courts.
Without doubt we have something to learn from them, especially from
the businesslike way they have organized their procedures, although it may
well be that in some places their theory is better than the practice. You may
think that emphasis on driver education after trouble has occurred is rather
like shutting the stable door after the horse has got out. But it must be better
than nothing.
I suppose most magistrates are aware of the writings of Ralph Naderi
they are aware of the large number of unstable persons in the community and
of the unsuitability of the average human in his physical and mental
equipment for dealing with the complexities of situations with which modern
traffic conditions often confront drivers. They know very well that if driving
93789-2
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licence tests were as difficult to pass as those for locomotive drivers there
would be only a fraction of the present number of prosecutions under the
Motor Traffic Act. Those who use public transport to get to and from work
doWss reflect, from time to time, that if public tranSport were more
co rtable and services more convenient and frequent, people would be
inclined to make less use of their motor vehicles with obvious results. In more
reflective mood from time to time they may speculate that the motor vehicle
has become some sort of holy cow which no one really dares to tackle. [n
despondent moments they may fear that there is no real hope of making a
determined attack on the problems it creates because not only is the motor
car a kind of personality extension for a great number of people, but they
have shaped their lives around it. It is the first object of desire of most
adolescents and often the most cherished possession of their elders. (One
wonders how many actually commenced their lives in one?) For comfort of
the forward—looking it may be thought to play far too large a part in the
national economy, and notwithstanding that a great deal of the profits from
the sale, maintenance and running of vehicles passes from the country, what
remains in taxes and local profit makes it very difficult politically to do
anything which might diminish these last. Imagine what the electorate would
do to a government which decreed that all motorists were to undergo a really
stiff and searching test before their licences could be renewed! Imagine what
kind of outcry would take place if all those leaving an hotel or a licensed club
and driving away in their motor cars were subjected to an alcotcst on some
hot Saturday afternoon!
I don’t know that a summary is called for to this paper. It is itself a
summary and for that I apologise. In extenuation I may say that nearly
everyone who has to think about traffic problems has at least one book in
him. From some of the books about, it appears that one or two who don’t
think about the problems had a book in them. I feel like the legendary fat
man who contained a thin man trying to get out. You may think it well
that the books are still within.
By way of conclusion I offer that, as with most matters criminological,
there is no single cause to the problem, and no single solution. It would be
well, therefore, to look about to get what smaller gains we can. Obviously we
can gainr-be improving and refining present methods, especially court
administration.
The criminal law has not yet proved itself capable of total control of
social attitudes. Likely it never will. Nonetheless law in action does have
educative value and we should work on this. It is possible that road users may
be driven to have a proper care for each other and each other’s property by a
change of heart, but you may think it more likely that education in the
broadest sense may do more to bring about safety-orientated attitudes.
Punishment may be useful, but if experience in other fields is of much
assistance in the assessment of this, there will be limits. Obviously we should
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do some research to see whether the work done by the Home Ofﬁce Research
Unit described by Nigel Walker and referred to above is valid here. It may be .
that our present punishment-directed methods would achieve more if effort
were, concentrated upon those places and that conduct which cause most
trouble. We now have the equipment to do this. I instance the results which
flowed from police concentration on the expressway near Gosford.
Having read Konrad Lorenz “0n Aggression”, Anthony Storr “Human
Agression” and Hannah Arendt “On Violence” I am left with only modiﬁed
optimism for the future.
Notes
(1) Cohen & Preston “Causes and Prevention of Road Accidents”, p.183.
(2) “Alcoholism and Drug Dependence” (Proceedings of 29th International
Conference),p.290. . .
(3) “Alcoholism and Drug Dependence” (Proceedings of 29th International
Conference), p.299. ff. . \
(4) “Alcoholism__and Drug Dependence” (Proceedings of 29th International"
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TRIAL AND PUNISHMENT OF INDICTABLE
OFFENCES BY CAR DRIVERS
His Honour Judge D. S. Hicks, QC.
LLB (Sydney).
This paper will deal with two aspects of the topic, namely:
(1) Trial and punishment of drivers charged on indictment at Quarter
Sessions. -
(2) Appeals to Quarter Sessions from Courts of Petty Sessions in respect of
offences under the Motor Traffic Act and Regulations.
Firstly, I must make it plain that I speak for myself alone and not
for the Bench as a whole of which I am a member. I have no authority
nor would I seek to express the views of my colleagues on this topic
except to the extent that I may refer to some aspects in which I have
expressly consulted them.
As the criminal law, whatever may be its derivation, existed long before
the ingenuity of man developed the newly invented wheel into the modern
motor vehicle there was necessarily a point of time at which if the motor
vehicle were to be brought into the purview of the criminal law either new
concepts had to be developed or offences had‘to be ﬁtted into existing
available charges. The obvious initial choice was the charge of manslaughter
and the first reported case that l have been able to find was in 1836 when a
passenger in one of two omnibuses was killed due to the driver lashing the
horses into a gallop in his anxiety to defeat the omnibus of a competitor, in
consequence of which the first bus ran off the road and the passenger was
killed. The driver was indicted on a charge of manslaughter and Paterson
J. directed the jury that if the accused had lost control of the horses by
his own act it would be manslaughter. R. v. Timmins (1836) 7 CAR. & P.
page 499. This attempt failed and the jury returned a verdict of not guilty.
At least as early as 1908 there was a charge of manslaughter arising out
of the use of a motor car. R. v. Dalloz 1 CAR. page 258. This time the
prosecution was more fortunate and the accused was convicted and sentenced
to a term of imprisonment.
In 1999 the Motor Traffic Act was passed in this State and that Act and.
the Regulations under it provided for the licensing of persons whohad the
requisite skill to drive motor vehicles and created a multitude of offences
peculiar to motor vehicles. These offences have, of course, been amended and
added to in many ways since 1909. The trial and punishment of persons
committing such offences was committed to Courts of Petty Sessions where
the penalty was usually a monetary one or disqualification for a determined
period from holding a licence and consequent deprivation of the right to drive
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a motor car. What was dealt with in these Courts was, however, only the
breach of the regulation irrespective of the consequences. A wrongdoer may
be convicted, for example, of driving at a speed dangerous to the public when
in one case there was no 'death or injury to another person involved or where
in another case there may have been a consequent death or the inﬂiction of
serious injury. It was when the consequences of breaches of regulations such
as death or serious injury became more common that those charged with law
enforcement turned to the use of available indictable offences. Two questions
then arose:
(1) Was the Criminal Court a proper forum to deal with such
offenders?
(2) Were existing criminal procedures suitable for the trial of such
charges?
The available crimes were really restricted to two, namely:
(a) Manslaughter; and
(b) Section 54 of the Crimes Act 1900, a section which deals with
causing grievous bodily harm by a negligent act.
Both _of these offences involved the common law concept of negligence
the degree of negligence required to establish the offence varying between
them. As these charges were indictable offences they were tried before a
Judge and jury and varied from the usual type of criminal offence because,
whilst the jury had to determine usually upon conflicting evidence what were
the real facts, they still had a further task, namely, to set a standard of care
below which an accused person’s conduct had to fall before he could be
convicted ofﬁone offence or the other.
Initially at least convictions under either of these sections were rare.
This was widely thought to be due to an attitude on the part of juries of
reluctance to convict an accused person of at least Such a serious offence as
manslaughter who was often otherwise of good character and who had been
guilty of no more than transitory breach of duty without any mensrea.
Whilst this was the generally accepted view it is my own opinion that the
failure to procure conviction was just as much due to existing criminal
procedures.
Criminal law in this State still has as its cornerstone proof of its case by
the prosecution beyond reasonable doubt and nobody could quarrel with that.
However, the preservation of the right of the accused .to elect between sworn
evidence and an unsworn statement is also preserved and although a general
discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper it has some
particular relevance to the trial of motoring offences. The advantages of being
able to make a statement from the dock without the disadvantage of
cross-examination or of comment by either Crown Prosecutor or Judge
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enabled an accused to offer from that sheltered position an untenable
explanation of otherwise negligent conduct which could be elevated to the
status of reasonable doubt. The accused, therefore, with sufficient
imagination, an adequate lawyer and the benefit of the shelter of the dock
was able to steer the course of the trial on to what were really false issues.
This, I think, was as mucha reason for the failure of juries to convict as the
reluctance to find an accused guilty of such a serious offence as manslaughter.
Charges laid under Section 54 suffered a similar fate.
It was against this background that the legislature of N.S.W. by the
Crimes Amendment Act of 1951 inserted in the Crimes Act a new section,
Section 52A creating a special offence relating to motor vehicles which was
given what is now, generally regarded as the somewhat inapt name of
“culpable driving”. As no doubt everyone will be aware the offence thus
'created removed both the concept of negligence and the necessity for the
Crown to prove a causative link between the conduct of the accused and the
death of or bodily harm to the victim.
True it is that by a proviso to the Section a right was given to the
accused to prove and only on the balance of probabilities that his wrongful
conduct was not the cause of the death or bodily injury. This, therefore,
really amounted to in part at least, a reversal of the onus because all that the
Crown had to prove was that the accused was the driver, that there was an
impact between the motor vehicle he was driving and the injured person and
that at the time of those events the accused was either:
(a) driving in a manner dangerous to the public;
(b) driving at a speed dangerous to the public; or
(c) driving under the influence of alcohol or a drug.
On proof of those matters the offence was complete. I have read the
second reading speeches on this bill in the Legislative Assembly from which it
is clear that the failure to gain convictions for manslaughter or for offences
under Section 54 was very much present to the mind of the then
Attomey-General, the Honourable C. E. Martin, who introduced the bill, and
others who supported it. Some members expressed doubts as to the efﬁcacy
of the proposed new section. It is interesting to see whether in the light of
the 20 years history of the section their doubts have been resolved. I have
spoken to fellow members of the Bench who preside at trials at Quarter
Sessions and have done so for a much longer period than I can claim from
my own personal experinece and they are in agreement that until a period
variously ﬁxed at five to seven years ago convictions under the new section
were rare. I set out here a table showing the numbers of persons charged
and convicted of this offence and of manslaughter during the years 1967 to
1970 inclusive.
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Percentage of
 
Manslaughter Culpable driving ,
persons convrcted
‘ . CulpableCharged Convrcted: Charged Convrcted Manslaughter driving
] 0 3 30%
1967 70 39 55.7%
9 2 22%1968 89 53 38.2%
1969 23 13 57%
98 66 65.3%
10 4 40%1970 80 57 71 .2 5%       
In terms of percentage of persons convicted of both offences it will be
seen that with some variations there has been in fact an overall increase in
that period. Just what conclusion is to be drawn from this change of attitude it
is difficult to say but I think the only safe conclusion is that juries reflecting
as they do current public opinion have shown their concern with the increase
in death and injury on the'road. It cannot I think be construed as an
expression of opinion on the part of juries that persons committing that
offence should necessarily suffer the punishment of imprisonment. None the
less the legislature has thought so because in the original section the penalty
where grievous bodily harm was caused was three years and where death was
caused ﬁve .years. By recent amendment these terms have been respectively
increased to five years and seven years.
Gaol sentences have in many cases been imposed and the real question is
whether such sentences have been effective to act as a deterrent. This, of
course, involves the primary question of the effectiveness of imprisonment as
a deterrent and whether one clings to this belief in relation to crime generally
is a matter beyond the scope of this paper but I should make my own view
clear which is that I do not have any confidence in the deterrent effect on
others of punishment by imprisonment but associated with a high risk of
detection and knowledge of the possible consequences it has some limited
effect.
One case may serve as an illustration of the difficulty in deterring
motoring offenders. It is a case in which the Court of first instance and the
Court of Criminal Appeal took widely different views as to the proper
sentence to be imposed, although both were in agreement that a gaol sentence
was appropriate. I sentenced the prisoner at Quarter Sessions to two years
imprisonment on the basis that the offences were so serious that a gaol
sentence was required as a punishment but that a heavier sentence would be
retributive and not effective to deter others. In the course of a joint judgment
the Court of Criminal Appeal said:
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“We believe ..... that the Courts are bound today to take into
consideration the toll of the road and growing opportunities there are
for irresponsible driving, such as this was by an irresponsible man, and
the motoring community must be warned that they will face terms of
a substantial nature of imprisonment if they commit offences under
this particular section particularly where death ensures. ”
Later in the same judgment the- Court said:
“We think that this is a case in which we must interfere to protect the
community ﬂom crime, for crimes these were, and to let it be known
amongst the motoring community which is on the increase that crimes
which are committed in the irresponsible fashion that the facts show
here, must be visited with substantial penalties of imprisonment. ”
On that basis the sentence was increased to four years. I would like to
be able to share Their Honours’ comfortable belief that the motoring
community will be deterred by such sentences of imprisonment. .
The short facts of this case are of interest so I will summarize them.
The prisoner was a man of about average intelligence with some
convictions on indictment and a bad traffic record.,His leisure hours were
mostly spent in hotels and clubs drinking to excess. He was very much,under
the inﬂuence of liquor at the time of the offence being in fact on his way
home from one such drinking sessions in an hotel. He drove over a pedestrian
crossing at a speed in breach of the Regulations but 'not precisely fixed and
killed two people. He left the scene of the accident but surrendered shortly
after. At his trial he pleaded guilty“
This was unarguably a serious matter but the real question is how is a
sentence of four years going to deter him or others like him because it
means that he. must consciously decide when drunk at the end of his
drinking bouts at a hotel’ or club not to drive because if he kills or maims
somebody in the course of so doing he will suffer a substantial period of
imprisonment.
At this point it may be useful to examine broadly the types of people
who come before the Courts of Quarter Sessions on charges of this kind. They ‘
are as follows: ~
(3) Persons under the influence of liquor to some extent.
(b) Irresponsible persons, mostly young and in pessession of a‘new or
near new motor car or of a more ancient vehicle which has been,
to use the modern expression, “hotted up”-
(c) A combination of (a) and (b):
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It is not right to say that even assuming one of th
ose persons to be
aware of the possible consequences he will consciously
decide not to embark
on the type of driving that may lead him to serious co
nsequences. The fear of
a gaol sentence will not deter the bulk of offen
ders; the best deterrent is the
fear of being caught. Having regard to,the prese
nt state of the road toll it
is not possible to say that efforts to apply the
criminal law either by way
of punishment or deterrent to drivers of motor ve
hicles have succeeded.
APPEALS T0 QUARTER SESSIONS
This is an aspect of the matter which has received considerab
le recent
publicity in the form of public disagreement between a
cabinet minister and
some Judges. Once again the views I express at my ow
n and I would stress
the fact that my own experience has been with offen
ces committed in the
city and suburban areas and I believe that very
different considerations
often apply in country areas. Of such appeals the foll
owing can- be said:
(1) Most of them are against the severity of the penalty.
(2) Practically without exception the particular part of
the penalty
which is sought to be reduced or removed is the disqualification
from holding a licence.
My own conclusion from experience is that the thing mo
st feared is
the loss of licence.
Fines do not have .a great effect because they
are often
discriminatory, in the sense that they take no account
of the capacity of
the offender to pay. What would be a large sum to s
um‘ to the youthful
apprentice is of little concern to a more prosperous individ
ual. In fact many
young offenders prefer to serve the sentence fixed by
the Court in default
of payment of the fine. Although this may seem strang
e it is a common
experience and casts some doubt on the belief that t
he fear of gaol is a
serious consideration. '
My conclusion, therefore, is that the strongest deterrent i
s the loss of
licence but this has the disadvantage that the offence
of driving whilst
disqualified is the most difficult one to detect. It usua
lly happens only
where the offender whilst so driving commits another off
ence for which he
is stopped by the police and required to produce his lic
ence. It may be
necessary to make some inroads into the field of civil lib
erties and give the
police a right to stop people at random and require the pro
duction of their
licence. It may also be necessary to provide by Statute for
automatic gaol
sentence upon conviction for driving whilst disqualified
with a discretion in
a Court to order that the sentence may be served by
way of periodic
detention. This may appear to cut across my earlier view
that gaol is not a
deterrent but it is necessary to provide some penalty for the
offence of
driving whilst disqualified and at the present moment I k
now of no better
one.
 r
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Finally, of course, there is the important question of publicity.
Nothing can deter unless the person at whom the deterrence is aimed is
aware of the possible consequences. This involves some co-Operation from
the press which has tended to publicise very freely the consequences to the
victim rather than to the offender. Verdicts in excess of $20,000 in civil
courts are sure of publicity. This is an incorrect emphasis. In fact few
sentences imposed for motor offences are ever publicised. For that reason
everybody knows there is a road toll but , few; peOple know the
consequences visited on the offenders.
My conclusions are therefore:-
(1) Charges on indictment and heavy gaol sentences have failed.
(2) Fear of being caught is a greater deterrent than a possible goal
sentence. ‘ ~ :
(3) No sanction will be effective without publicity.
(4) Disqualification from holding a licence even if necessary for life,
and withholding of a licence in the first instance is at least
worth trying.
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THE CONTRIBUTION BY ROAD ENGINEERING T0 ROAD SA
FETY
K. W. Dobinson B.E.,
M.1.E.Aust., M.C.L.T., Barrister
, Summary: The paper indicates the extent to
which road features are
involved in road accidents and the measures taken
to minimize any
detrimental effect by them. It highlights the grea
test contribution to
accident-reduction — proper planning and design o
f the road. Other
contributions to road safety by road engineering a
re indicated.
1. Accident Analysis
Since 1966 the Department of Main Roads, N.S.W. has cond
ucted an
investigation of fatal accidents on rural State Highways
(i.e. all State
Highways in N.S.W. outside the metropolitan areas of S
ydney, Newcastle
and Wollongong). The site of each accident is inspect
ed by a senior
Engineer soon after the accident occurs, and he reports on
the accident
indicating the extent, if any, to which road condi
tions may have
contributed to the accident. Data on all reported accidents o
n these rural
State Highways are also obtained from the Department of Mo
tor Transport,
N.S.W.
The accident site of fatal and all accidents is plotted on a
map of the
State, called a “Spot” map. The data are analysed to d
etermine the fatal
and all accidents rate for various sections of highway. An
example of
portion of a Spot map and the accident analysis is shown
in Figure 1. This
map and analysis highlight locations where accidents are f
requent and where
the accident rate is increasing or decreasing. As a c
onsequence remedial
measurestare investigated to alleviate any likely contribut
ing road features.
The information is also used in determining priorities f
or future roadworks.
The data are further analysed in toto to highlight any
areas where
special attention may be warranted in the road eng
ineering field to reduce
hazards to motorists. For example accidents are clas
sified by location, by
type and by cause as shown in Tables I, II and II
I as well as by time of
day, by vehicle. involved, by age of responsible pers
on and by pavement
width. The cause shown in Table ll is the main
cause given by the
reporting officer; in many cases there would be other
contributing causes
which may not be obvious without detailed specialist inve
stigation.
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Table 1:
Location of Accident: 1970
D.M.R. D.M.T.
Fatal Accidents A11 Reported Accidents
No. % No. %
Intersections 11 4.3 3917 30-6
Straight roads 100 39.4 5424 42.3
Straights near curves 24 9.4 0 0
Bends or curves 106 41.7 3163 24.7
Bridges culverts and causeways 11 4.3 272 2.1
Level crossings 2 0.8 32 0.2
Other locations 0 0 8 0.1
Total 254 100.0 12816 100.0
Table [1:
Cause of Accident: 1970
D.M.R. D.M.T.
Fatal Accidents A11 Reported Accidents
. No. % No. %
Excessiverspeed 46 18.1 ' 1374 10.7
Inexperience 3 1.2 190 1.5
Overtaking improperly 20 . 7.9 669 5.2
Failure to keep left 5 2.0 425 3.3
Not yield right of way 7 2.8 ‘ 1345 10.5
Intoxicated 3 1.2 647 ‘ 5.0
Asleep/fatigue 7' 2.8 348 2.7 -
Sudden illness 2 0.8 44 0.3
Inatténtive 14 5.5 744 5.8
Other . 34 13.4 3538 27.6
Not known 97 38.2 32 0.2 ' 1
Pedestrian 1 0.4 175 1.4
Equipment 5 2.0 ' 1213 9.5 ,
Road conditions 2 0.8 865 6.7
Miscellaneous 4 1.6 1 1 19 8.7
Adverse weather 4 1.6 88 ‘ 0.7
 
Total 254 100.0 12816 100.0
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Table 111:
Type of Accident 1970
 
D.M.R. D.M.T.
Fatal Accidents All Reported Accidents
No. % . No. %
Right angle intersection 7 2.8 1484
11.6
Right turn 11 4.3 803 6.3 20.0
Other turn 4 1.6 274
2.1
Rear end 10 3.9 2894
22.6
Side swipe same direction 2 0.8 496
3.9
Side swipe Opposite direction 14 5.5 178
1.4
Head on 2 0.8 301
2.3
Parked vehicle 39 15.4 18
46 14.4
Fixed object on road 4 1.6 34
8 2.7
Pedestrian 38 15.0 89
0.7
Ran off road 21 8.3 17
42 13.6
Ran off and overturned 4 1.6 2
0.0
Fixed object overturned 10 3.9
435 3.4
Overturned on road 2 0.8 6
0.0
Railway level crossing 72 28.3
1137 8.9
Other 14 5.5
781 6.1
Total 254 100.0
12816 100.0
Table 1 indicates that while a signiﬁcant number
of accidents occur on
the open road attributable to other causes,
speciﬁc attention should be
given to intersections and curves.
Table 11 shows the major cause related to the
driver himself with little
principal contribution by road conditions to
accidents. Recent studies in
other States show alcohol plays a far more imp
ortant role than indicated by
the unusually low ﬁgures in Table 11. Table 1
11 indicates a high prOportion of
accidents of the rear end type (22.6%) with si
gnificant numbers involving a
‘parked vehicle (14.4%), or resulting from the
vehicle running off the road
(13.6%) or as a consequence of right angled
intersections (116%). While
railway level crossings had a relatively small
all accident involvement in
1970 (8.9%), they were responsible for
the highest fatal accident
-involvement of all types (28.3%).
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Table‘ IV shows fixed objects which were hit by vehicles in accidents.
It is wrong to conclude from this table that. the ﬁxed object was the
principal cause of the accident. For example while in 27.8% of all accidents
and 21.4% of-fatal accidents, guide posts were involved, there was usually a
prior and/or subsequent event that was the main cuase of the accident or
fatality. However in the 27.2% of fatal accidents involving trees and 21.4%
involving utility poles it is likely that the impact with the tree or pole was
the principal cause of the fatality.
 
Table IV:
Accidents where Vehicle Hit Fixed Object: 1970
D.M.R. D.M.T.
Fatal Accidents All Reported Accidents
No. % ' No. %
Bridge rail, etc. 2 2.9 154 6.2
Tunnel wall or pier 0 0.0 l 0.0
Guide Post _ 15 21.4 687 27.8
. Safety fence . ‘ 8 11.4 226 9.1
Kerbs and gully pits 2 2.9 28 1.1
Public utility poles 15 21.4 167 6.8
Roadworks ‘ 1 1.4 7 0.3
Trees in boundaries 17 24.3; . 250 10.1%
27.2 13.1Trees near formation 2 2 9 73 3.0
Boulders etc. in boundaries 3 4.3 . 39 1.6
Boulders etc. near formation 0 "’ 0.0 , _ 465 18.8
Others ' . ‘ '5 7.1 377 ‘ 15.2
“Total ' . ‘ 70 , 100.0‘ ‘2474 100.0
' AlthOugh only 6.7% of all accidents and 0.8% of fatal accidents are
,, attributed primarily to road conditions any feature that may have
vcontributed to accidentsreceives attention by Road Authorities. For
example large trees. that contributed in. 1970 to 13.1% of all accidents
involving fixed objects and 27.2% of such fatalities are now removed frOm
the road formation or positions close to the formation where they would
be vulnerable to traffic.
While road conditions are not a major cause of road accidents, roadimprovements'can effect a‘greater reduction in accidents than all other
known measures. For. example Table V shows the fatal and all accident‘rates on the N.S.W. and rural State Highways between 1968 and 1970. The .slight reduction in rate, attributed in part to road improvements, will benoted. In contrast also shown‘ is the corresponding accident rate for the
‘ Sydney Newcastle Expressway for the period since Opening in 1967 to the
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end of 1970. The high standard modern road illustr
ated by this expressway
indicates the substantial reduction in accidents
that can be achieved by
improved roads, in this example approximately 50
%. The English motorways
(the English term for expressway) similarly illust
rate the accident reduction
attainable by the modern road. Accident rates f
or 1968 for rural roads
except motorways and for motorways alone ar
e shown in the table. The,
table also indicates the fatal accident rate in 1968 on C
alifornian free-ways
(the American term for our expressways) which
possibly represents the
“Utopia” in accident reduction.
Table V:
Accident Rates 4
NS. W. Rural State Highways 1968
1 969 1970
Fatal accidents per 100 million
vehicle miles ' 8.2
7.7 7.1
Total accidents per million
‘
vehicle miles 3.3
3.2 3.2
Sydney Newcastle Expressway
1 96 7—1970
Fatal accidents per 100 million
vehicle miles
3.9
Total accidents per million vehicle
miles
1.4
England (Ref. 1)
198
Fatal accidents per 100 million vehicle miles-
on Rural roads except motorways.
—on Motorways
All Accidents er million vehicle miles-—
on Rural roags except motorways
-on Motorways
.
.
59
:“
m
m
A
0
0
California, USA. Freeways ~-
1
Fatal accidents per 100 million vehicle miles
N
W
0
"
0
\
0
0
It is unfortunate from the accident reduction viewpoint that
moneys
are not available to build modern roadsat a more rapid rate.
2. Road Planning and Design
It is in the planning and design stage that the gre
atest opportunity
exists to provide the safest possible road. More sco
pe exists in the case of a
completely new road as in this case the desig
ner is not restricted by
property boundaries, existing accesses, utility servi
ces and similar restraints.»
However when an existing road is rebuilt the Op
portunity is taken to
correct many deficiencies and to remove hazards
or at least reduce their
effect.
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2.1 Design Speed:
Each road is designed for a Speed, assessed as the maximum likely
that the majority (i.e. 85%) of drivers will not exceed. This means that a
vehicle can travel at that Speed without being exposed to hazards arising
from curtailed sight distance, inappropriate superelevated curves, severe
grades, or pavements too narrow to accommodate the estimated volume of
traffic that will use the road.
A? the lower design speeds as are experienced on urban roads the
basic considerations are vehicle limitations. In particular the frictional
resistance between the tyre and the road controls the speed at which a
vehicle can safely negotiate a curve. Superelevation on the curve assists in
resisting the centrifugal force tending to move the vehicle outward on the
curve but it is frictional resistance between tyres and road which carries the
heavier part of this burden. Reaction time to the many stimuli from
roadside hazards is also a principal design consideration.
At the higher design Speeds as are experienced on the rural highways
and expressways, design aspects are primarily inﬂuenced by driver
limitations, in particular his vision and his time to react to a stimulus (Ref.
2). Figure 2 shows cones of vision at various speeds. It is most desirable
that a' particular curve on the road be fully contained in the driver’s cone
of vision for the particular design speed. Thus for a 60mph design speed,
the minimum desirable curve radius is 1,400 ft and for 70 mph is 3,200 ft.
2.2 Alignment:
One would expect that a straight level road would be the safest
possible trafficway. On the contrary such a road can prove monotonous,
create driver hypnosis and hence drowsiness — run off the road type of
accidents are common.
The road alignment is therefore selected so as to ﬂow with the
existing ground contour (Ref. 3). In this way the road develops logically, is
more apparent to the driver and gives him a slowly changing scene ahead.
Curves are desirably placed in sags where they are readily visible or at crests
where generally a cutting exists and the cutting face shows the road
alignment to the driver. A curve must never immediately follow a crest as
in this location it is hidden from the driver’s view and can trap him into
error.
Curves are selected to be as easy as possible to negotiate based on the
restraints of economics and property effect. While relatively small radius
curves may have to be accepted in difficult mountainous terrain for
economy, an isolated curve of small radius is avoided'in an otherwise “Open”
alignment. Where one such curve must be retained, again generally on
economic grounds, it is provided with increased superelevation to carry a
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vehicle travelling at above the design speed around the curve safely. In
addition the curve would carry a curve warning sign with an advisory speed
plate.
2.3 ' Grading:
Steep grades cause diSparity in the speeds of vehicles using a road
which leads to overtaking being attempted more often than on the flatter
grades, thus overtaking attempts occur more often in hilly country than in
the level terrain. '
Usually for the higher design speeds on rural roads, grades are sought.
which allow' a “design” motor car in top gear to climb or descend at the
design speed of the road without changing gear or using brakes. Such grades
are usually too steep for trucks 0r low powered cars but where grades are
introduced of sufficient length to cause these latter vehicles to slow
significantly so that an undesirable large number of overtaking manoeuvres
would be attempted, a climbing lane is provided to assist overtaking and
relieve driver frustration.
2.4 Sight Distance:
Provided a driver can see a horizontal curve he assess its degree of
curvature by the apparent rate of movement of objects on or near the
curve and adopts the Speed he considers appr0priate. He has not the same
yardstick to gauge the sharpness of crests and usually drivers‘maintain their
speed over crests oblivious of what may lie beyond their_field of view. For
this reason crests must not be so sharp that the driver has insufficient
vision to react in time to any hazard, e.g. another vehicle ahead. Where the
crest is at its sharpest for the design Speed of the road, it is marked with
non-overtaking lines and the shoulders are widened so that a motorist
meeting a hazard, e.g. an oncoming vehicle on his side of the road, has
“run-out” room. .
Sight distance is the distance at which a driver of a vehicle can see an
object of specified height on the road ahead of him. In design we have
several sight distance requirements. Stopping sight distance provides stopping
distance for a driver approaching a 9 inch high object on the road; it has
two components, the distance travelled during the driver/reaction timegto
the hazard and the distance travelled during breaking time. The latter varies
with speed, tyre pressure, tyre condition,. type of pavement and whether the
surface is dry or wet. At no point on a new road will a driver have sight
less than stopping sight distance for the design Speed of the road.
' Stopping sight distance is rather restrictive. It gives a driver only a
desirable minimum time to stop on encountering a hazard. Therefore the
sight distance of a 9 inch object on the road aimed at and generally
provided'on a new road is not less than 40% greater than stopping sight
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distance. This latter distance yields double st0pping sight distance for a
driver of an approaching vehicle (i.e. a 4-ft high object) which is necessary
on two lane roads to obviate head on collisions. If less than this latter sight
distance is provided the centreline of the road is marked with a
non-overtaking line. As many sections of two lane, two way road as
possible are provided with still greater sigh distance, called overtaking sight
distance, where vehicles may overtake with safety.
Sags are designed to ensure stopping sight distance is available at night
from a car’s headlights in addition to providing smooth riding for the car
without any noticeable “bottoming”.
Desirably intersections are located in sags where the motorist can
readily view the intersection layout. In some instances a slight sag is
introduced at an intersection in an otherwise level terrain to draw the
motorists eye to that point. Intersections at crests are avoided as here the
driver is unaware of the layout or the traffic movements occurring thereat
until he is within the intersection. Where these sites are unavoidable, as in
many urban situations, traffic signals are planned for the intersection as an
integral part of the design.
3. Construction
The consideration for road safety is carried through from the design
to the construction stage of a new road. Location or design errors cannot
be corrected but each feature introduced into the road structure can
embody safety features where necessary. At the same time natural features
in the macro environment of the road that could become hazards to
motorists receive attention.
3.1 Clearing;
It will be recalled that roadside trees in 1968 were involved in 27.2%
of fatal accidents where a vehicle hit a fixed object. While no more tree or
other vegetation is cleared than is essential to accommodate the road
formation any large trees within 30 ft of the edge of the roadway that
would be vulnerable to an out of control vehicle are removed. This does
not mean that trees at the top of a cutting or at the foot of a steep
embankment topped with guard rail are removed as in these positions the
trees are not vulnerable to errant motorists. Groves of trees alongside the
road are pleasant but hazardous.
3.2 Formation Construction:
Where economically practicable, batters on embankments are ﬂattened
desirably to less than 1 in 5. At this slope full scale tests have shown that
a motorist can negotiate the slope without overturning. Where steeper
batters must be accepted guard rail is provided to protect the motorist from
leaving the road formation.
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3.3 Pavement and Shoulders:
A minimum width of shoulder of 4 ft is provided on every main
road. Where traffic volumes are relatively high, and consequently a large
number of breakdowns are likely with the broken-down vehicle constituting
a hazard in the traffic stream, wider shoulders are provided so the
broken-down vehicle can stand clear of the carriageway.
Pavements in rural areas are provided with a light bitumen seal coat to
prevent dust becoming a hazard to vehicles as well as to provide smoother
and more comfortable travelling conditions. This seal is carried onto the
shoulders of expressways to ensure an out of control vehicle has the best
possible conditions under which to recover. Again the seal on the
expressway sh0ulder is of a coarser texture than that on the main
carriageway and generally of contrasting colour. The coarser texture provides
an alarm for the errant motorist.
Pavements in urban areas on expressways and on the major highways
around Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong, are designed to carry the heavy
volumes and heavy vehicles that are encountered. They are of concrete or
more usually asphaltic concrete. The latter material gives a smooth
comfortable pavement on which to ride and with its sandpaper texture
provides a high frictional resistance to hold a highspeed vehicle on the road
on .curves. At some sites where motorists persist in adopting speeds above
the design speed for the road and consequently run into error. improved
frictional resistance qualities are provided in the pavement by use of an
open graded asphaltic concrete to in effect protect the motorist from his
own foolhardiness. This latter material is of particular advantage under wet
conditions, when frictional resistance of all pavements is reduced, as it can
contain water particles in its “pores”.
At other sites where skidding becomes a problem due to a wet
pavement or oil drippings on the road, as at the approach to the Sydney
Harbour Bridge toll plaza special pavement materials with high frictional
resistance are used, e.g. epoxy resin and bauxite grit. These measures are
very costly and could not be contemplated for all road surfaces.
3.4 Drainage:
As previously mentioned a wet pavement reduces the " frictional
resistance between the vehicle tyres on the road. Also the frictional
resistance reduces with speed..lt varies considerably also due to many
physical elements such as air pressure of tyres, type of tyres, amount of
tyre tread and type and condition of pavement. The variation for wet and
dry conditions at various speeds is shown in the following table.
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Table VI:
Typical coefficients of Friction (Ref. 4)
Speed Dry Pavement Wet Pavement
30 mph 0.62 ' 0.36
50 mph. 0.58 0.31
70 m.ph. 0. 55 029
Thus a vehicle is more likely to skid on a wet road than on a d1y
one and this likelihood increases with speed.
If a layer of water is retained on the road surface, as can occur
during extremely heavy rain, the vehicle may aquaplane on a ﬁlm of water.
Aquaplaning can occur at’ relatively low vehicle speeds, and the speed at
which it occurs was shown by Williams (Ref 5) to be dependent upon tyre
pressure ie. V= 9rP where V is in knots and P is tyre pressure in ps.i.
Thus for the range of common vehicle tyre pressure aquaplaning is likely at
the speeds shown under:
Table VII:
Tyre Pressure p.s.i. I6 20 24 28 32 36
Speed at which Aquaplaningislikely—m.p.h. 41 46 51 55 59 62
It therefore becomes essential to remove surface water from the road
pavement as quickly as practicable. This becomes of the utmost importance
on the higher speed roads which includes the expressways. The latter roads
have introduced a further drainage problem due to their very wide
pavements (Ref. 6).
Crossfalls on roads are set at the greatest practicable slope
commensurate with driver comfort to discharge water from the carriageway
as quickly as possible. As referred to above a special open graded asphalt
has been developed to assist with particularly troublesome areas. But the
most signiﬁcant contribution to drainage is made by a fully effective
drainage system that traps water from the pavement at the first opportunity
and ensures that no water flows along the road. Kerb inlets with grates into
which water falls or kerb inlets with deflecto1s that divert water to side
drains or an underground system are the most effective. Illustrations appear
in Figure 3.
3.5 Medians:
Only when we have a central median 50 ft in width we can say
median crossovers by vehicles are not a signiﬁcant problem. While this
width is included in proposals for new rural roads, many. roads exist and
many will be built where a much lesser median width must, on economic
grounds, be accepted.
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In the latter situations, when traffic volumes increase signiﬁcantly,
median barriers must be provided to prevent crossovers and hence head on
collisions. 1n the wider medians, i.e. greater than 20 ft,a flexible fence will
be constructed, but on the narrower medians rigid barriers of the steel
guard rail type or the more recent cOncrete New Jersey kerb, illustrated in
Figure 4 will have to be accepted. The latter concrete barrier has proved
most effective in narrow medians in preventing serious accidents that could
result from a crossover of the median, with little, if any injury occurring to
the offending driver or damage to his vehicle, as a large proportion of the
vehicular kinetic energy is absorbed by the vehicle in climbing the steep
face of the kerb.
The narrower medians provided in the older multilane road, such as
Parramatta Road, have made a significant contribution to reducing accident
severity. Leong (Ref. 7) showed from an analysis of some 3,400 accidents
in ~the urban areas of Sydney and' Newcastle recorded before and after
installation of narrow medians that while the median increased the less
severe “hit object” and “side ‘swipe” accidents in mid blocks and also
increased rear end collisions and turning accidents at minor intersections
there was a significant decrease in the more serious head-on collisions as
well as a signiﬁcant decrease in the pedestrian and all other types of
accidents, at major intersections.
The closure of median gaps opposite side streets in reducing the
number of minor intersections in a length of road reduces the incidencepf
accidents that are predominant at these points in urban areas. Also turning
movements are thence confined to the more important intersections where
they can be controlled by channelization and traffic signals. This practice is
frequently Opposed by local commercial interests and residents whose
journey distance is lengthened, but is the Department’s experience that
journeys are soon adjusted to minimize increased travel and the
Department’s view that the safety of road users is the paramount
consideration.
3.6 Roadside Furnishings:
Reﬂectorized warning signs of distinctive black on yellow colour are
provided to warn the motorist of any impending hazard. Advisory speed
signs are provided on all curves that cannot be negotiated by the driver at
his expected approach speed. These signs have resulted in a significant
reduction in accidents that formerly occurred at curves. Kneebone showed
in a study of accidents before and after erection of these signs, that they
effected a marked reduction in the accident rate generally, but an even
greater reduction (62% in one case) in casualties (Ref. 8).
At major intersections, large reflectorized white- legend on dark green
background signs are provided in advance of the intersection to help the
motorist select his route, supplementary signs appear at the intersection
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itself and reassurance signs are provided on the departure legs to indicate to
the motorist that he has made a correct selection and further advise him of
the distance to towns ahead. By this means the signing at the intersection
itself is reduced to a minimum and the indecision that occurs at this
accident prone location is reduced.
Light 4” x 2” timber guide posts are now used with reﬂectors added
to provide night time delineation. These light posts should not contribute to
accident causation. Experiments are also proceeding in the development of
plastic guide posts. ,
Cowl and Fairlie (Ref. 9) showed from their accident analysis that a
disproportionate number of fatal accidents occurred in hours of darkness.
Painted centrelines and lane lines although reflectorized by the addition of
glass beads have never proved a successful delineator under wet night
conditions. The recent use of raised pavement markers, reﬂective and
non-relective in combination, has provided an effective means of delineation
under all conditions. These markers have proved so effective for delineation
that experiments are proceeding to minimize street lighting required at
interchanges on expressways and thereby obviate the dark to light and light
to dark adaption problems of motorists in entering and leaving these areas.
Experiments are also proceeding to devise a means of providing an advance
warning of the commencement of non-overtaking lines so that motorists do
not run into these hazardous zones unexpectedly.
Where street lighting is provided by the Department, as on'its
expressways poles are set back as far as practicable from the pavement to
minimize their likelihood of being struck by a vehicle. Also they are of
light metal construction so that the pole falls on impact, effecting little,
injury, if any, to the occupants of the vehicle.
4. Other Areas of Attention
4.1 Rest Areas:
Rest Areas are provided by the Department‘at intervals along its
highway system so that motorists may pull clear of the carriageway for
refreshment or rest. This removes their vehicle from the hazard it could
create if parked on the roadside as well as encouraging motorists to break
their journey by diverting to the pleasant area set aside for their
convenience. This reduces the likelihood of motorists travelling excessive
distances without a break and becoming more accident prone due to
drowsiness.
Similar areas are set aside for trucks.
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4.2 Control of Development:
The Department exercises its powers under the Main Roads Act to
control accesses to developments to ensure such accesses are provided with
a minimum of hazard to road users.
By proclaiming sections of high speed road, in particular expressways,
"Motorway” under the Main Roads Act, the Department is able to limit
access to locations where it can be provided with maximum safety to the
road user. This completely removes potential accidents with vehicles joining
the road from adjacent property and promotes the safest possible conditions
for high speed travel. I
Conclusion :
The Road Engineer has the knowledge and the ability to design and
build an almost completely safe road, a road from which the driver of an
out of control vehicle can emerge injury free; but economically this is
impracticable. However he can provide a road today that will halve the
_present accident rate, an achievement that cannot be attained by any other
known means.
The greatest opportunity to achieve this result is with a néw road and
then in its planning and design stage. But with all new roads he has the
knowledge to build into that road features that will make a very significant
contribution to accident reduction even to the extent of protecting the
motorist against his own deficiencies, for example, of vision dimmed by
alcohol, of reaction time reduced by age, or from excessive speed ‘fthe
province of the young”.
The possible contribution by the Road Engineer to road safety is
limited only by his financial resources. The signification of his
contribution is so marked that it should be ensured that no dollar is
diverted from road funds to other acclaimed road safety measures without
proof of their greater value to this malady of the motor vehicle age.
Abbreviations
D,M.R. Department of Main Road, N.S.W.
D.M.T. Department of Motor Transport, N.S.W.
psi Pounds per square inch.
m.p.h. Miles per hour
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Al‘l ACADEMIC’S VIEW OF THE ROAD SAFETY PROBLEM
Paul Ward, B.A., B.E., (Sydney)
Senior Lecturer in Criminology,
University of Sydney
Back in ancient Greece, Socrates criticized academics for not being
true philosophers but actually taking money, for trying to pass o
n their
“wisdom” to other people. A casual glance at most references to acade
mics
in the daily newspapers would soon convince us that they are still rega
rded
rather critically. As an academic of the money grabbing kind, 1 see my
job
at this seminar is to try to present a controversial view of the road sa
fety
problem which even if it is not accepted might make my audience less
ready to simply rely on the old mottos and to consider new solutions.
Objectively the problem of violence on the roads is far more serious
than crimes of violence. In Australia from 1936 to 1968 the annua
l
homicide rate (i.e. the number of deaths per 100,000 of population) h
as
remained steady (except for the war years) at roughly 2 for men and
1 for
women. In the same period, the death rate from motor vehicle accident
s
has risen from 32 to 43 for men and from 8 to 14 for women. Thus
in
fact violence in Australian society is far more a problem of violence on t
he
roads than it is of personal physical violence.
Much of the public day-to-day reporting of the road violence pro
blem
is misleading because of reliance on “body count” statistics, by
which the
number of people killed in a given period one year is compare
d with the
number killed in a similar period in another year. Sometimes th
is is carried
to the ridiculous extreme of comparing two very short periods (e.
g. Easter
weekend 1971 compared with Easter weekend 1970) and inferr
ing that
differences in the numbers killed denote differences in driver be
haviour, no
attempt being made to evaluate the effects of differences
in weather
conditions, volume of traffic or the effect of pure blind chance.
The trouble with “body count” statistics is that they t
end to be good
measures of the economic prosperity or otherwise of t
he community rather
than what they are popularly supposed to be; i
.e. measures of driver
responsibility. When a recession occurs, fewer people
buy new cars and
those with cars are less liable to use them extensively. 1
n boom conditions,
on the other hand, people purchase new cars and drive
further. Looking at
the period just after the 1961 recession we can see this e
ffect at work (q.v.
Table 1).
 
  
Fatal Accidents in Australia
Year Persons Killed Year
Persons Killed
1959 2321 1965
3164
1960 2605 1966
3242
1961 2479 1967
3166
1962 2527 1968
3382
1963 2598 1969
3597
1964 2966 1970
3845   
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The best index of driver behaviour publicly available is the number of
road accidents involving casualties per 10,000 registered motor vehicles. One
instance of driver misbehaviour can result in one or one-dozen people being
killed or injured and, if it is driving errors with which we are concerned, it
is silly to count accidents as the number of people killed or injured. When
we look at the "casualties per 100,000 registrations” index for Australia, it
is cheering to find that the rate of accidents involving casualties has fallen
steadily from 152 in 1964 to 135 in 1968. The importance of this
reduction can be gauged by the fact that if the index had remained at 152
in 1968 we could expect to have had another 426 people killed on
Australian roads in that year. However since this particular index
characteristically dr0ps as traffic density increases, Australia’s figures are still
high when compared with those from other countries of equivalent
densities.
Penal Methods:
Although a good case can be made that it is possible that our attempt
to use the Criminal Law to solve the problem of road accidents is
fundamentally in error, our traditions are such that it does not appear
likely that this approach will be discarded lightly. It is obviously important
then to try to ensure that traffic offenders are given the “right” penalty
whenever they come before the court: The court’s job is to try to ensure
that the penalty chosen will be the one most likely to reduce the
probability of that offender having a future motor smash.
Up to the Middle Ages, men, including some the equal in intelligence
to people in this audience, believed that if dne dropped two stones from a
building then, if one was twice as heavy as the other, the heavier stone
would drop to earth twice as fast as the lighter. This is quite false, over
distances of a few hundred feet, bodies dense enough to push the air out
of their way fall together with constant acceleration. This fact was easily
demonstrated by dropping cannon balls from the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
What has this-got to do with sentencing? My opinion is that much of
our knowledge of the effects of penalties is based on “common sense”
principles very like the medieval views on falling bodies and the idea, for
example, that to make a penalty work, one merely has to increase the
severity, may well be equally false. Secondly, in my opinion, we won’t gain
much more knowledge about penalties-unless we start doing careful
experiments like the man on the Tower of Pisa.
Admittedly, people are much more complicated objects of study than
cannon balls and our experiments will be more complicated and beset by
limits based on moral grounds. However 'a simple example will, 1 hope,
demonstrate that what 1 am proposing is not too outlandish and is both
practical and economical.
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It has been reported recently in the papers that there is a proposal to
sentence some offenders to compulsory driving school to improve their
skills. Let us assume this is introduced, if every offender with less than one
year’s driving experience is given this sentence then, when we want to see if
this sentence is working, we have to compare offenders who received the
sentence with offenders who might have received the sentence in a previous
year. The previous year may differ in economic conditions, weather, traffic
density and other factors which are now inextricably mixed up (or
confounded as the statistician’s say) with the variable (different sentence)
whose effect we want to observe.
Now suppose when the new law comes in, each magistrate provides
himself with a small box containing slips of paper on half of which is
written the word “NEW” and on the other half “OLD”. When a case arises
which he feels is suitable for the new type of sentence, he considers what
sentence he would have given if this were not available. Having settled on
this sentence, he now ‘draws from the box a slip of paper and gives the
offender the appropriate sentence. He then enlists the aid of the police
traffic branch to inform the court if the offenders who are involved in the
experiment have subsequent convictions or reportable accidents. A
comparison of the old and new methods of sentencing can then be made.
What are the advantages of this experiment? Firstly, the process of
random allocation to old and new sentence means that the effects of all
those uncontrollable variables which affect the results are reduced to a
minimum and only freakishly unlikely set of events can give us a large
difference in the results obtained from each group if the old and new
sentences are both equally effective. Secondly, the only extra cost and drain
on resources involved in this experiment is in the extra record keeping
necessary. Against this cost it must be remembered that driver training, even
if the offenders pay for the course, involves a drain on available police time
which might be better spent on traffic patrol. The experiment therefore
reduces this expenditure to half, until it is fOund that the new sentence is
really effective.
Some may agree that obviously driver training must work because the
drivers will be more skilled. While this is plausible, in a search of the
literature the only evidence bearing on this which I could find involved
volunteer driver trainees and there is no evidence compulsory driver training
might not simply create more dangerous drivers, more willing to take risks
because of their greater skill in handling a car. To not introduce'a new
sentence on the basis of careful experimentation seems in my opinion to be
more morally wrong than the principle of giving random sentences.
Objection to Experiments in Sentencing:
The first objection to the experiment proposed above is that it
violates a principle of equal justice for all offenders if their penalty is
determined by chance. There appears to be little difference between this
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form of sentencing and giving exemplary sentences. It is accepted that a
judge may, if he feels a crime is becoming too prevelent, try the
“experiment” of giving a much heavier sentence than usual to try to
decrease the prevalence of the crime in the community. In this case, certain
offenders are in effect chosen to receive special sentences because of the
effect these are presumed to have on other potential offenders. The need to
discover the most effective penalty with a carefully controlled experiment
is, in my opinion, at least as important as the reason given for justifying
the exemplary sentence. One can also justify cases where the penalties
received are not simply equivalent alternatives available under the old and
new policies but when the penalties received differ in severity. Of course, in
this cause, the difference in severity must not be too great. One could
however run a series of experiments in which one penalty was slightly more
severe than the other, and if the more severe penalty turned out to be
more efficient a second experiment with the best penalty and another
slightly more severe could be initiated until an adequate penalty was found.
the permissible increments in severity would have to be determined by a
panel of magistrates and judges.
The second criticism is that public attitudes might be such as to make
such experiments politically impossible. Why this should be thought to be
so, is hard to imagine when one considers the political popularity of
Australia’s conscription policy.Conscription by lottery subjects a randomly
selected group of young men to a higher probability of death or injury
than other men of the same age. Enough Australian voters seem to have
been convinced that the danger to Australia made such a policy justiﬁable.
Now, the road toll involves numbers of killed and injured which exceed the
number of military casualties in any war. It therefore does not seem to be
unfeasible that the public, if given a clear explanation of the aims of the
experiment, would be likely to support a policy of random sentencing.
The third objection is the well known concept of sentencing as an art
learned after years of experience and practice. It is almost certain that
sentencing is an art but this does not mean that the policy outlined above
can be entirely rejected.
One can differentiate two kinds of art. The first, an art which might
be called “public art” is illustrated by the art of a good batsman. No one
denies that batting is an art but a good batsman can be recognized by all
and his artistic skill is measurable in terms of his batting averages in first
class matches.
A second form of art, “private art” is illustrated by some forms of
abstract art whose virtues seem often only obvious to a small clique of
artists with similar prejudices. When one considers that chimpanzees, and
leather jacketted artists riding motor bikes over canvases sometimes win
prizes for this form of art, it is probable that most magistrates would reject
any idea that their art was a “private” art form but rather regard it as
“public”.
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It is strange that there is so little demand for accurate ﬁgures on the
recidivism rates achieved by various sentencers. These ﬁgures combined with
estimates of the risk of recidivism based on previous history are the only
way of publicly assessing the art of the sentencer. Unless information of
this type is publicly available, no estimate of whether there really is an art
in sentencing is possible. One of the easier methods of assessing whether
this argument of sentencing as an art is valid is to compare a group given a
ﬁxed type of sentence which has been found effective by random
sentencing procedures, against the sentences the magistrate considers
optimal.
It cannot always be expected that random sentencing procedures will
show up large differences in the behaviour of those sentenced. One study
by Mecham does give some hope that if this technique is carefully applied
large reductions in traffic violations might be possible-Mecham arranged
that, whenever a 17 year old driver accused of his ﬁrst moving trafﬁc
violation came before the court, he would be given a sentence determined
not by the court’s discretion but simply by his position in the court list.
The four penalties thus “randomly” allocated were (a) a ﬁne, (b)
cancellation of license for 30 days, (c) compulsory attendance at trafﬁc
school and (d) compulsorarily being made to write a paper on traffic safety.
In the year which followed the sentence, 48% of those ﬁned, 52% of those
sent to trafﬁc school, 64% of those wjose license, and 84% of those made
write an essay were not detected committing another traffic offence.
Although the numbers were small (only 50 in each group) the differences
between sentences were so large that they could only have occurred by
chance less than once in a thousand times such an experiment were run.
Not only were the proportions who committed offences different but
of those committing other offences, the average time till conviction ranged
from 3 weeks for the ﬁned group to 22 weeks for the essay group. On this
basis alone the essay penalty would be regarded as worthwhile.
The main point to be learned from this experiment is that the penalty
which appeared to have come in from the greatest amount of public
criticism at the time for being “too soft” turned out in this instance to be
by far the most effective. While this finding may apply in Utah and not be
applicable to Australian conditions, the only way we will discover what are
the most effective measures to curb trafﬁc offenders will be to carry out
carefully. considered experiments of this type.
Only people actually ,working in the field can determine the best
policy for traffic offenders, and it is to be hoped that at least some of the
audience might carefully consider the arguments put forth in this paper and
to form a body which could consider and carry out research aimed at
ﬁnding real solutions to the road safety problem.
l. Mecham, G. D., “Proceed with Caution" Crime & Delinquency 14(2), 1968 pp.
142—150.
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ROAD SAFETY: CONSENSUS AND CONFLICT.
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Post Graduate Student,
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Personnel involved with the road safety problem aim to achieve a
system of road usage which is both safe and efficient. Such a system would
allow users convenient access while safeguarding them from personal injury
and property damage.
In common with‘most social problems the end goal of road safety is
generally accepted but the means of attaining the goal are not so clear.
There is disagreement about how the- goal should be achieved and what
methods are best employed in tackling the problem.
This paper attempts to summarize some aspects of the conflict. It is
based on a series of interviews with people who fall into two broad
mtegories related to the problem?
(i) Policy makers.
(ii) Policy implimenters.
Interviews were informal and unstructured but there was some focus
of attention around the use of sanctions in curbing the activities of road
offenders who are said to contribute to the road toll. I was concerned in
ascertaining whether or not respondents saw sanctions as generally useful or
restricted in efﬁcacy to particular groups of offending road uSers only.
Respondents were given opportunity to, offer their own suggestions of
methods perceived as best solving the problem. As expected there was
emphasis placed on the problems of controlling and regulating driver
behaviour, designing a road system which would minimize the risk of
accidents, and of measuring the effectiveness of control mechanisms.
Opinions have been classiﬁed into the following headings:
, (i) Punishment and deterrence.
(ii) Police.
(iii) Community education, motivation.
(iv) Traffic system.
These areas are not exclusive and many of the value conﬂicts
identified result from the overlapping of majorareas of concern.
While this paper does not purport to summarize all the attitudes and
opinions in the field it is considered representative of attitudes in the
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community sectors ,noted above. Interviewed were Judges, Magistrates,
Police, Members of Motorists’ Associations, Politicians, Professional and
Competition Drivers.
The list of opinion headings reﬂects the order of importance placed
on issues identified by the group of respondents. This is not to say, for
example, that there is widespread agreement that the principles of
punishment and deterrence are ,most effective in coping with the road safety
problem. It is to say that these principles seem to intensify the issue and
tend to polarize opinions and concern.
The following is a summary of the issues as they were presented.
Some further comment about them are included in the concluding sections
of the paper.
Punishment and Deterrence:
Comments here were concerned with whether or not punishment was
appropriate as treatment for road offenders. There is also debate about the
definition of road offenders as “criminal”. Many contributors base their
stand on the assumption that offenders are those people involved in
accidents, more likely to be involved in accidents, or provide greater risk to
other road users.
The following punishments were suggested:
Imprisonment — with special programmes.
Periodic detention — to suit traffic offenders.
Probation.
Fines — specially graded to match the offender’s income.
License suspension.
Enforced education.
All these are said to contain a component of “social education”.
Consensus was generally reached in that license suspension was seen as
the most appropriate punishment because it was through this that the
individual offender “suffered” and there was less chance of adverse effects
on his family and employment as might be incurred through imprisonment
or severe ﬁnancial penalties. Moreover, because of the importance placed on
driving in the present social system restriction on the ability to drive would
be a strong deterrent to all drivers. Proponents of the view recognize the
difficulties of enforcing such a punishment and tend to reinforce it with
suggestions of random license checks. and automatic imprisonment for those
driving whilst disqualified. It is claimed that these measures would meet
with public approval if appropriate explanations were provided to ensure
wholesale adoption of the view that this was not extension of police power
but a sound method of increasing safety for all.
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Antagonists of these views suggest there is fundamental error in the
approach because:
(i) drivers operate with self and property preservation in mind. That
is, even when a driver breaks the law and realizes he is
committing an offence he intends to complete his action without
causing harm to himself or his vehicle;
(ii) drivers operate at their own level of safety and that in fact this
generally keeps them free from accidents;
(iii) almost the whole driving population commits trafﬁc offences
operating on the above assumptions and with the knowledge that
they risk only a small chance of detection — hence there is little
deterrent value in such regulations.
Respondents adhering to the ﬁrst viewpoint would be likely to reply
that while they agree that detection is not perfect it is capable of
improvement and that with such improvement the deterrent value will
increase because of publicity and more wideSpread public knowledge.
There was concern that penal sanctions are not useful in road safety
because most of the offenders concerned are drawn from a random cross
section of the population do not see their actions as criminal, and normally
enjoy good relations with the criminal law While most respondents agreed
traffic offences are “technical” breaches of the criminal code they were
reluctant to generally define traffic offenders as “criminal”. This reﬂects a
value that there is an indentiflable “criminal minority” who act deliberately
in anti-social ways. To recognize that almost the whole population ﬁts such
a definition would be unacceptable. There is the dilemma though, that some
f‘more serious” offenders must be treated as criminal because of the
//’consequences of their actions. This view does not reflect that many of the
serious consequences appear to be fortuitous and so such independent of a
particular action itself.
There is also conﬂict about whether or not the courts reﬂect
community values When they take action against convicted traffic offenders.
Some argue that the implied community feelings seen in court actions may
not exist — since so many of the “normal” population are also offenders.
Some say that this points to the need to research community feeling and
possibly modify sanctions so that they are in line with what the majority
of people think This supposedly would allow the courts to act more
confidently and unifonnly in using the sanctions available.
Throughout the interviews there was argument about which of the
four main areas of concern and conﬂict should have priority. Strong views
were held, however, that sanctions must take priority over other
considerations to prevent a general feeling coming in to existence that
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accidents might be caused by factors other than driver behaviour and failure
— and hence give drivers a ready alibi in case of a collision. This view
minimizes the inﬂuence of factors such as road and vehicle design and
construction and places onus on the driver to adjust to prevailing
conditions.
i think it can fairly be said that the holders of this viewpoint also
tend to believe that if operation of sanctions fails to have the desired effect
then the only alternative is to increase them.
Other viewpoints in this area tend to suggest there may be use in
providing alternate treatment. These tend towards education and 'motivation
viewpoints. For example, identified drinking drivers may be offered a choice
between having sanctions imposed or accepting medical treatment for their
drinking problem. It is suggested the availability of choice and the threat of
sanctions would increase motivation for treatment. This proposition attracts
many people because it offers an attempted solution at more than one
social problem.
It is also suggested such a choice might be offered to selected
offenders who may be believed in need of further driver education.
Police
Much concern is expressed about the role and function of the police
and there is disagreement about whether the major function of the police
lies in one of the following areas:
(1) Regulation of traffic.
(ii) Education of drivers.
(iii) Enforcers of present traffic laws.
(iv) Deterrents to potential offenders.
Obviously there is overlap in these areas but concern about the major
role remains. Many seem worried that the “normal” police role is viewed as
the detection of criminal offenders and the control of crime. It is possibly
offensive to those who do not view traffic offenders as criminal that the
same police are also involved in traffic issues. It is rationalized that a
separate “traffic force” is required to address itself solely to traffic
problems. Such a force would be differentiated from the ordinary police
and would have in its charter a major role of educating and warning road
users about their potentially dangerous behaviour. Only serious offenders
would be proceeded against. This position is also related to the view that
because traffic offenders represent a wide spectrum of the community they
will basically respect the law and respond to other than “get tough”
policies.
It is also said divorcing the normal police from this role preserves
their image and prevents antagonism with the general popuution. Moreover,
they are freed to do their “proper” job.
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Discussion also took place about the function of police, to deter
potential offenders. Conﬂict is again encountered, some believing the police
should be able to strike at any time from any position while others saying
deterrence can only occur. if police presence is certain or advertised. Some
of those in opposition to police traps and hidden patrols maintain police
have a fifth role —— collection of revenue. These proponents maintain the
principle of deterrence will only operate at the optimum when police
advertise their position. Their opponents believe deterrence occurs so long as
the road user is aware that he could be under surveilance.
There is concern too, that the police or any other organization
charged with maintaining traffic regulations, may never be large enough to
cope with the task. Therefore, operations research to establish the most
effective deployment of men and use of equipment is required. This
research should be substantial and continuous and its prime concern would
be establishing the degree of effectiveness of various police measures. This
would include an assessment of the police deterrent role, their educative
function and their ability to enforce the regulations.
Another body of opinion holds that the police function is simply to
enforce regulations and that this will reduce the number of accidents and
hence the rate of death, injury and property damage.
Community Education, Motivation.
There is a nebulous body of opinion in this area which again, seems
linked with the unwillingness to accept traffic offenders as requiring
criminal definition and treatment.
As often mentioned strategy is to educate people in the dangers of
road use, and persuade them that no one is immune from accidents. It is
said this would increase motivation to drive carefully and keep in mind the
existance of other motorists. How the education is to be undertaken
appears to escape ennunciation although there is a persistent belief that?
traffic education in school years would be beneficial.
Increasing driver competence also has some followers who maintain a
driver with more skill has a greater chance of extricating himself from
difficult situations. While this may be so, another school of thought suggests
“competence” may not include respOnsibility which would be seen in an
attitude of consideration and recognition of the needs of other road users. it
is said this responsibility is an essential ingredient in desired driver
behaviour.
Some awareness was ‘noted of difficulties in the “education” approach
which would amount to virtual resocialization of road users. For example,
some respondents suggested that safe roads required individual action to be
basically considerate and co-Operative. The social system, however, tends to
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promote aggressiveness and competition_andithis_ iigften reﬂected in road
behaviour. Again, with regard to alcohol and road use, some people saw
insoluble problems because of the inﬂuence of alcohol on our way of life.
The previously mentioned link of treatment, punishment and education
stems to offer a practical answer to these problems, but to date, is not
clearly formulated and would require testing.
Emphasis is placed in this area too, on the “need” for stricter license
testing and the standardization of driver training so that each individual’s
behaviour would be more predictable. Those in disagreement suggest the
idea is sound in principle but would be too costly to impliment and
moreover, stricter license tests do not make some experienced drivers and it
is inexperience which is one of the major problems to be overcome.
Trafﬁc System.
In this section I include respondent’s comments about highway
engineering, purpose of traffic regulations and relevant driver behaviour.
Those interviewed generally agreed that the road toll is inﬂuenced by
the number of opportunities drivers have of coming into conﬂict with
others. Emphasis, therefore, is placed on division of trafﬁc streams, better
design of intersections and provision of over passes. An overall aim of
planning is to reduce the need and frequency of turning, stopping or
slowing down because of their high accident risk.
There was also a strong impression that together with the
improvement of the physical system, regulations could also be altered in the
direction of lessening the complexity of decisions required of drivers.
Generally traffic regulations should be required to be parallel with the aims
of the traffic system for efficient and safe traffic ﬂow. It was suggested
there is some conﬂict between the aim of various personnel concerned. The
New South Wales “give way to the right” rule was cited as not necessarily
conforming to efficient traffic ﬂow but meeting the needs of trafﬁc law
enforcers because a decision as to whether the law was broken is simple
and clear cut.
Concern was also shown for the need to co-ordinate planning in terms
of roadside land use and there are obvious conﬂicts with other social groups
in this area and it seems necessary to decide whether the value “road
safety” should have priority over others.
Conclusions.
Weight of opinion revealed in this selection of interviews lies towards
'the punishment and deterrence field and to the regulatory functions of the
police. This may reﬂect a bias in the sample of people interviewed and
their availability. There are perhaps, some more important reasons related to
attitudes which give rise to this weighting of opinion.
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The first is that it seems a “traditional” approach towards pro
blems
to surround them with regulatory and control fu
nctions in an effort to
identify areas of the problem or individuals for tre
atment. This tends to
lead to legislation and law enforcement which, in tur
n, are seen as the key
modes of problem solving.
The second reason which suggests itself in this case is that
law and
enforcement may be cheaper methods of problem solving,
in the short term
anyway. This has appeal over long term educational progra
mmes and large
scale engineering projects required to affect other change
s in the overall
system. Indeed, as a stop-gap, such an approach may be
the only sensible
one. On the other hand, the approach may be questioned
if it is seen as
the only reasonable one. Such an approach would ignore cont
ributions from
other areas and oversimplify the road user problem.
Since the community generally has more knowledge and exper
ience of
the effects of law and police control it may be suggested th
ere is more
confidence in leaving the problem in hands of the law and
its enforcement
agencies. That so many people question its effectiveness in atta
ining desired
ends somewhat negated this proposition.
It was suggested by a number of interviewers that polic
e action
tended to be random because of the lack of manpower r
esources — hence
the maximum potential of enforcement could not be esti
mated. On the
opposite side of this consideration was concern that the i
nvestment of
resources required to enforce the present sanction may not
be acceptable to
the community. This again, is related to the def'mition of the
“normal”
police role in curbing and controlling criminal act
ivities. It appears
unacceptable to class traffic offenders as “criminal” and th
is opens the
whole role of law enforcement in the road safety area to rea
ppraisal.
The sanctions approach appears to have a number of
serious
difficulties to overcome in the present social system:
(i) Police, courts and sanctions are usually seen in ter
ms of
criminal behaviour.
(ii) The community as a whole and trafﬁc offenders
themselves, are reluctant to define traffic offences as
criminal behaviour.
(iii) The system of enforcement tends to lay the bla
me for
offences at the feet of a particular individual — this c0
uld
tend to scapegoat that individual because there may be
insufficient recognition of the influence or actions of
others and of the environment which may culminate in an
offence or accident.
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If these propositions are accepted and if it is conceded that each
offender has a good chance of having committed many more offences than
those detected it seems.open to the community to view the problem as
existing because of the actions of a minority who are selected for
punishment. This is attractive to the community because “something” is
being done and responsibility for the problem is displaced from the
community itself.
The majority‘view of respondents, however, dispels the idea that the
problem is one of a minority and it appears incongrous that the major
mode of control is one which is essentially geared to cope with minority
behaviour rather than that of a large sector of the community.
During the interviews conducted the common re5ponse to the problem
was at an emotional level. Respondents tended to equate “road safety” with
“road toll” and this introduced concern about loss of life, personal injury,
and to some extend property damage. While this is understandable, such a
response tends to cloud the issues because of the likelihood that broad
generalizations are made and categories of offence and offender fail to be
distinguished. This led most people to define all offenders as “serious” ones
but this is not reconcilable with gradation of offences and penalities
applied. '
The attitude reﬂects a serious problem in the fine distinctions between
behaviour which results in serious consequences and that whiich does not.
Consequences appear related to fortuitous events, while penalties seem
geared more to the results of action rather than the act in itself or its
potential. No one offered a solution to this problem which seems of crucial
importance and is of concern to all.
Some internal conﬂict is noted in the sanction approach. One aspect
is related to “on the Spot” ﬁnes which some claim allow offenders to
escape the full rigours of the deterrent system. The “on the spot” ﬁnes
allows the offender to remain anonymous and he avoids the stigma of a
court appearance to answer a charge. The fact that a large proportion of
offenders are dealt with in this way may lead to a weakening of the desired
impression that all offences are serious. The practice of this system has
obvious practical benefits but it may also be related to the value dilemma
in distinguishing serious and non serious offenders.
Others claimed that although police presence acted as a deterrent to
law breaking this did not allow the assumption that at the same time
drivers altered their behaviour towards safety. To make this assumption one'
would have to be certain that traffic regulations also operated in the
girection of safety. Widespread agreement on this proposition is not always
ound.
Some reSpondents suggested too, that even contemplation of police
adopting an educative role to some extent suggested conﬂict in the
sanctions approach to road safety as this provided choice and discretion in
dealing with such offenders.
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Almost every person interviewed complained about th
e lack of good
research and availability of statistics in the road safety
field. This complaint
was both at a general level and a specific one when related to
the results of
action or effectiveness of policy. There is a sense
of relying on traditional
approaches but with little certainty that even whe
n results are attained they
are related directly to the action. This situation
seems to develop unreal
confidence in the viability of present approaches
while at the same time
other suggestions may be regarded sceptically
because they are “not
proved”.
Such a situation tends to limit a persons view of ro
ad safety to one
within his own field of Specialization. It will tend
to be seen as a law
enforcement, a driver training, a road engineering etc.
problem rather than
an all encompassing one which includes many Specialist
approaches. Under
these circumstances irrational responses to the proble
m can be expected and
rigid loyalty to an approach could hinder other
problem-solving attempts;
Road safety, too, is one of those areas in which
almost every person
believes he has a certain expertize. Each individual
has his own solution and .
explanation and' “pet theories” ﬂourish without th
e retarding impact of
fact.
The emotional response is also linked with this problem
. The position
is generally said to be worsening and statements about
“serious increases” in
accident rates are made almost daily. Rarely it seems ar
e absolute numbers
compared with the ﬁgures establishing the number of reg
istered motor
vehicles or ﬁgures of vehicle miles travelled. Such an e
xercise may cause
one to revise a statement and run the risk of appeari
ng to be approaching
the problem in a “callous” fashion disregarding loss of lif
e and injury.
A need exists for a total research approach to the prob
lem which will
attempt to evaluate the whole field and recognize the i
nterrelatedness and
interdependence of the various aspects of cause, ef
fect and control. Without
such an effort the confusion and conflict will remain
and progress towards
the goal of a safe and efficient road system will furthe
r be thwarted.
SUMMARY
Perceived from the opinions expressed in the series of interviews the
following summary statement outlines some of the major issues. A
lthough
an oversimplification, this Outline holds.
Central Concepts of Concern.
Four have been outlined in the paper:
(1) Punishment.
(2) Police.
(3) Community education, motivation
.
(4) Traffic system.
7O
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Opinions breaks these into two classes dealing with how to deal withthe road safety problem and where to deal with it in the social structure:
HOW —
Punishment and deterrence.
Community education. \
Motivation.
Traffic.
WHERE —
Police (or a special agency essentially based on the concept ”of the
police force).
There seems little fundamental dispute about this division.
What is Road Safety?
From the above concepts it is seen “Road Safety” is defined by
respondents as being the application of effective sanctions by the police.
Reasonsfor this Definition of the Problem:
(0
(ii)
(iii)
(M
It fits the traditional approach to controlling and regulating
behaviour.
It is seen to be possibly cheaper than alternatives.
It can be handled in its application by a trusted agency in the
social system.
We are more experiencedlwith this strategy and hence have more
“knowledge” about its application and effectiveness.
Notwithstanding this simple breakdown some critical and overriding
problems remain. Some of the important ones are listed below, others have
been identified in the paper.
(1)
(ii)
(iii)
Unevenness of treatment of offenders and difficulties in
establishing the level of blame worthiness.
How is a decision reached in differentiating “technical” and
“criminal” traffic offenders?
It is recognized that technical breaches of the law “make”
criminals but definitions of large numbers of people as criminal
or deviant defeats the purpose of the definition.
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(iv) This kind of ambiguity in definition and treatment makes it
difficult to have rational discussion on the topic. Ambiguity in
action anddefinition is seen, for example, in whether or not an
offender is issued with an “on the spot” fine or must attend
court. “On the spot” ﬁnes imply technical faults, court
appearances, criminal ones.
(v) Some aspects of road user control conﬂict and compete with
other police roles and functions.
While no group of my respondents is noted as adhering exclusively to
one particular camp of opinion and ambiguity remains there does seem to
'be some leaning in one direction or other around the area of “technical”
“criminal” breaches of the regulations.
Technical.
Adherents here tend to regard the road safety problem as one capable
of solution. They recognize the complexity of the situation and agree many
factors contribute to any single traffic incident. Their opinion also
recognizes the concept of cultural lag in that the-regulations and the
equipment required in the traffic system are not always recognized as
meeting the needs of the pOpulation. This group is “pro car” in that it
does not see a solution to the problem by encouraging other forms of
transport and recognizes the importance of the motor vehicle in the social
system.
Criminal.
Adherents here favour tighter social control of the use of the motor
vehicle and look to regulatory social engineering for the amelioration of the
problem. This group assesses blame on a “traffic incident” and places heavy
weight on the effect of an accident.
Perhaps because there is no real polarization of opinion, adherents of
either view have never been encouraged to wage an “allout” battle in
deciding which approach is to be used in solving the problem — hence the
problem remains unsolved.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION
Dr M. Henderson
The first discussion period followed the presentation of papers by Sgt.
G. Avery, W. J. Lewer, SM, and His Hon. Judge D. S. Hicks, Q.C.
The first Speaker from the ﬂoor expressed the opinion that Sgt. Avery
had expounded the police attitude on road safety very well, but did not
state whether or not he agreed with this attitude. He did agree with the
point made by Sgt. Avery that research was required in order to relate
enforcement activity to casualty rates, and that such research was extremely
difficult to do. He pointed out that an increase in enforcement rate had
been shown to reduce the number of casualties, but had done so only
where the previous levels of enforcement had been very low. What was yet
to be shown was what could be done by increasing the already relatively
high levels of enforcement currently carried out in Australia. The speaker
agreed too, that it was important to plan enforcement activity so that
special attention could be paid to the most severe collisions, but pointed
out that such collisions are those which are especially likely to be related
to the higher use of alcohol, the most severe crashes involve the most
drunken people. Therefore, this group of the population might be the least
com-pliant to on-the-road legal controls.
This speaker took issue with Sgt. Avery’s assertion that the
road-system cannot be designed to be fail safe, and expressed the Opinion
that not only it could be but should be. He pointed out that drivers do
not operate as independent units in the traffic system but are part of it,
and that as the system becomes more efficient and operates more safely the
driver‘s independence will be increasingly limited. Whether this would result
from increased enforcement or by way of traffic engineering measures
remained to be seen.
in reference to Mr Lewer’s discussion of the varying importance of
different traffic offences, this speaker referred to the conclusions of a law
society study in 1965 in the United Kingdom, which suggested that a clear
differentiation should be made between drivers convicted of offences
relating to “reckless driving” which is a deliberate and conscious violation
of the law, and those convicted of “improper use of the roads”. He stressed
that offenders could be divided into two groups: those who are perfectly
willing to conform with traffic laws but not able to do so, perhaps through
inexperience or through circumstances forced upon them by bad traffic
engineering, and those who are able to conform with the traffic laws but
are not willing to do so. He stressed that rational discussion of enforcement
activity refers only to the second group if the objective is to reduce the
number of trafﬁc law violations and crashes.
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The next discussant pointed out that there is a distinction in
enforcement between optional on-the-spot ﬁning techniques and the
technique of bringing a person before a Court, and asked Mr Lewer whether
he could relate to the seminar the present position in New South Wales
regarding the types of offence entailing appearance in court. Secondly, he
asked where Mr Lewer thought the distinction should, for optimum benefit,
be drawn. He asked whether the category of offences which could be dealt
with by optional on-the-Spot fines should be extended or whether,
conversely, the category of offences for which people should be brought
before the Court ought to be extended.
\ Mr Lewer answered that as far as he could remember on the spur of
the moment, on-the-spot offences included those relating to equipment, such
as bald tyres, service brakes, emergency brakes, lights and so on, and quite
a number of moving offences such as crossing unbroken lane lines, passing
'stop signs, two categories of speeding, and failing to give way to vehicles on
the right. Mr 'Lewer pointed out that whether or not these on-the-spot
“tickets” are issued is to some extent a matter for the police. He reiterated
that the point he had made was that failure to pay the fee speciﬁed by
this infringement notice initiated a process which consumed a great deal of
time and labour, estimated at being $10 per prosecution. Mr Lewer said
that he believed that it was very difficult to draw a sharp line between
offences which were in fact dangerous and those which were only
potentially dangerous.
A speaker from the ﬂoor then elaborated on a scheme which had
been proposed for the treatment of drinking drivers and stressed that this
scheme would not be restricted in any way to a single treatment modality.
Types of drinking problems varied and treatment should do likewise. He
pointed out that a source of participants in this scheme for treatment might
be the courts, because a vast number of drivers were being breathalysed in
New South Wales each year and the mean blood alcohol level was very
high, at around 0.16 mg. Other sources of peeple with drinking problems
might be industry, general hospitals, general practitioners, welfare agencies,
the clergy, and self-referral. They would be handled by management centres
which would not necessarily be located at any one single place but include
community mental health clinics, public hOSpitals, and so on. Types of
treatment might involve counselling, crisis therapy, detoxification, the use of
“anti-abuse” drugs, group therapy and negative conditioning by unpleasant
stimuli. There would be a continual feedback, via an assessment centre, of
information from these centres to the, various sources of referral, and the
entire programme would be subject to management and evaluation by a
senior psychologist.
The next speaker from the floor noted that there had been no
emphasis on engineering of the vehicle for collision safety despite the fact
that this was an area where there was a known degree of effectiveness.
Installation and use of seat ‘belts had a high benefit-to-cost ratio, and when
these engineering measures were supported by legal controls, such as the
V 
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compulsory wearing of seat belts, effectiveness was vastly increased. This
speaker believed that in the future there would be a considerable increase in
the interaction of engineering and legal enforcement, including the use of
safety features which could be built into automobiles.
He stated his agreement as to the need for research into the
relationship of enforcement levels to crash rates, and concluded by asking
whether anyone know what percentage of drivers continued to drive despite
revocation of licence. Unfortunately, neither Sgt. Avery nor anyone else
could tell him.
The final Speaker in the first discussion called for the control of the
motorist who might be called impatient or inconsiderate. He believed that
the possibility of loss of licence would deter this type of driver, and
proposed that revocation of licence should be coupled with an automatic
sentence of some severity if he were to drive while disqualiﬁed or
suspended; to support this activity there should be random checks of
licences by the police. Further, this discussant suggested that all licences be
reviewed or that there should be a liability for review and a further liability
for the taking of a driving test after any trafﬁc accident or any breach of
‘ the traffic law.
The discussion from the ﬂoor resumed after presentation of the
second group of three papers by Mr K. W. Dobinson, Mr P. C. Ward and
Mr C. Marshall. The Chairman opened the discussion session by pointing out
that one point to which Mr Marshall had referred had been Very thoroughly
researched in New South Wales. This question was whether a special traffic
police force as opposed to the use of ordinary police officers on the road
could have special advantages. He disagreed strongly with a police argument
which, broadly, can be expressed as follows: “We are being asked to deal
with ordinary citizens who are doing things which they regard as
non-criminal, and which incur a lot of needless unpOpularity. Our image
suffers as a result, and it would be nice to hand this over to a specialized
agency which could then take the blame for this:very unpopular task”. But,
said the Chairman, while some forms of road behaviour are non-criminal in
.the penological sense, other forms are just as criminal as any other form of
manslaughter or even possible constructive murder. On the other hand, there
was a widespread feeling among the public that peOple operating on the
roads are non-criminals; therefore they should be dealt with by a speci
al
law enforcement agency, and road safety should be dealt with as a special
branch of the law, almost like public health or public education.
The Chairman stated his interest in the general assumption which
seems to arise that either behaviour on the roads is not a criminal matter,
or that it is a criminal matter in the sense that you ought to adopt a “get
tough” policy. This, he stated, was not the lawyer’s attitude to it. He
continued: “The trained lawyer sees a distinction between the common law,
which is built up in experience in the courts over the centuries by adding a
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little at a time as it is tested by experience and discarding a bit when it
doesn’t work, and the whole mass of the law of the sort which is not the
traditional product of the lawyers at all, but is made by parliamentary
legislation and regulations. This latter is the product of the 19th century
welfare state, the public servant, and the politician who thinks he can solve
any problem by passing an Act of Parliament and getting the public service
to draft regulations, and that by doing that you wave a magic wand over
the situation and cure the problem.”
The Chairman stated his belief that certain areas of road safety
activity come within proven norms or guidelines which have been
established over the centuries, whereby offenders can be dealt with by
criminal sanction. Such situations were of three types: (a) where there is a
deliberate intention to commit an Offence; (b) where there is recklessness so
serious that it must be treated as an intention, as would be the case where
a man knows the consequences and deliberately takes the risk; and (c) what
the criminal law calls gross negligence, which goes beyond ordinary
carelessness. In the case of “gross negligence” the criminal law simply looks
at the case from the point of view of consequence to the community and
asks “is this the sort of thing that is so bad that we ought to punish the
offender because the community thinks he ought to be punished?” Using an
analogy with current anti-pollution legislation, the Chairman stated his belief
that the law probably already provided perfectly appropriate remedies for
road accident control but that there was an attempt by the legislature and
other agencies to push the criminal law further than it would stand.
Opening the general discussion, the first speaker took Mr Dobinson to
task for suggesting that it was possible to insulate the populace against the
consequences of bad driving behaviour by taking sufficiently shrewd and
devious engineering steps. This Speaker thought that all present at the
seminar would be repelled by the notion that limitless expenditure should
be incurred in order to insulate idiots against the consequences of their own
behaviour in driving. There must be a limit somewhere.
He did not agree, either, with Mr Lewer’s assertion that the bringing
of offenders before the court would have a deterrent effect. So far as the
run-of—the-mill offender is concerned it Would merely compound his shame,
whereas those to whom the lesson needs to be brought home would remain
entirely unaffected. It was a gross misconception to regard all traffic
offenders as similar. The typical man is a perfectly decent bloke who has
done the wrong thing. The man who kills people and cripples people
ordinarily is not the same man who has just had “a bit of bad luck”, but a
totally different type -— a dangerous, consciousless psychopath. The person
who has been convicted for driving while disqualified should be taken by
the back of the neck and jammed, into gaol the first time he does it and
every other time that he does it. This discussant applauded the attitude of
the bench in Australia which resulted in a high probability of prison
sentence for manslaughter or culpable driving, plus a salutary period of
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disqualiﬁcation into the bargain. He thought that this group of drivers was
identifiable and that any man who committed a major offence should be
put through appropriate psychiatric tests. “The statement that the motor
car is a lethal weapon has become a trueism. Of course it is. It is not true
that every driver is a potential murderer. It is true that some drivers (to my
mind identiﬁable drivers) are potential murders. [ think our prOper starting
point is to grab them, eliminate them as drivers, and if the circumstances
justify it, preferably put them behind bars for some appropriate period.”
The next Speaker from the floor was disturbed by his belief that the
present system of third party insurance was an active encouragement to
irresponsibility on the roads. Further, he would like to see a scheme
whereby the driver was insured rather than the car, and confirmation of
this insurance should be exhibited by a device such as the exhibition of a
licence, complete with photograph, displayed on the windscreen. He would
like to see an extension of a scheme involving Spot checking of cars, and
would support a system whereby a man responsible for an accident had to
accept responsibility, ﬁnancial and otherwise, for that accident even if he
were not to blame.
The next speaker pointed out that improvements in road engineering
have been shown overseas to have better results on a cost-benefit basis than
other accident countermeasures, and asked for comment by Mr Dobinson.
Mr ~Dobinson pointed Out the economic constraints, and expressed the view
that Australia had now reached the stage that America reached about
twenty years ago, having attained a peak in the needs for education. He
believed that the next stage of development would incur heavy expenditure
on roads.
The next speaker from the floor agreed with Mr Dobinson’s use of a
cost-benefit basis to compare different accident countermeasures, but
criticized his use of the concept of “cause” in crashes. With regard to
roadside obstacles, he pointed out that utility poles were positioned very
closely to the roadside as a matter of policy. He described the devastating
effect of collision with these poles. He went. on to say that he was appalled
by the viewpoint of previous speakers that the road should not be made so
safe that the foolhardy person fails to be punished for his foolhardiness. He
said that this was like imposing a death penalty on foolhardy driving. He
called for design of the traffic system in such a way that limitations and
capabilities of ordinary .drivers would be taken into account, and asked
whether the human failure which was often blamed on the driver did not in
fact occur at higher levels, even at the plamiing stage.
Finally,.he quoted an appeal decision relevant to the offence of
dangerous driving, which seemed to him to contradict the ordinary view
that people nOrmally are sent to prison only when they do something that
is morally wrong and that is regarded so by society: “It is quite clear from
the reported cases that if a man in fact adopts a manner of driving which
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the jury thinks was dangerous to other.road users in the circumstances,
then on the issue of guilt it matter not whether he was deliberately
reckless, momentarily inattentive, or even doing his incompetent best.”
The next speaker pointed out that seat belts ‘were easily the cheapest
way to save lives, and asked why the whole force of the law was not used
to enforce the proper installation of seat belts and charge the manufacturers
of motor vehicles for any lack of diligence in putting good seat belts in. He
pointed out that most people regarded the saving of lives and reduction of
casualties as the highest priority of road safety, the protection of property
as second priority, and bad driving as a matter of lower priority than the
other two. However, he pointed out, in practice,law enforcement activities
were directed at these areas in the reverse sense. The result was that
ill-mannered driving was more likely to come under the attention of the law
than were misdemeanours such as improper installation or maintenance of
seat belts, the latter being far more related to the saving of lives.
Sgt. Avery, from the platform, agreed most strongly with the
proposition that those particular driving acts which have been proven to
lead more frequently to death or injury than others should be the primary
target for law enforcement activities. Judge Hicks, also from the platform,
expressed his disquiet in the confidence which had been shown by some
speakers in statistics, and quoted cases whereby the recording of attribution
of “cause” would have given an unrealistic representation of what actually
occurred. .
Finally, the Chairman summed up the session by saying that the
lawyers, who were partly responsible for calling the seminar together,
wanted to test legal sanctions in relation to road safety. He stressed that it
was not the lawyers who imposed legal sanctions on the courts, but'
community judgment acting through the legislatures. Mediaeval lawyers had
about 12 serious crimes, all that they needed. It was the legislatures of the
17th and 18th centuries, composed of country gentlemen who, trying to
protect property in all sorts of ways, built the list to about 600 capital
offences. In discussion as to the belief in legal sanctions, the question is
who believes in the effectiveness of legal sanctions — the lawyer believes in
their effectiveness only when they have been well tested. He closed by:
thanking the Institute of Criminology for organizing the seminar and
members of the audience for the attendance and participation in the
discussion.
V. C. N. Blight. Govcmmcnt Printer, New South Wales — I972 
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